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The goal of this dissertation is to provide experimental insight into
the mechanism behind the efficient power absorption of helicon plasmas. This
work presents evidence which is consistent with the Radially Localized Helicon
(RLH) theory put forth by Breizman and Arefiev. Helicon discharges produce
peaked density profiles with radial density gradients creating a potential well
that sets up the RLH waves, which we believe is the major power absorption
mechanism in the plasma. The experimental data presented in this dissertation
must be taken in totality along with parallel efforts in theory and computer
simulation.
We show photographic evidence along with Langmuir probe measure-
ments of the axial density that shows an asymmetric, right-hand circularly
polarized wave being launched in a direction consistent with RLH theory. Ad-
ditionally, we are able to show, through Langmuir probe measurements, that
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significant radial density gradients exist in the plasma which is required by
the RLH dispersion but contrary to the uniform density assumption of current
theory. Furthermore, using the two-dimensional density profile obtained from
experiment, we are able to use that data as input into a model which confirms
key features of the power absorption in terms of location and magnitude. The
time-varying magnetic field is measured and analyzed against the RLH disper-
sion relation. Using a Fourier decomposition technique, the analysis indicates
the proper scaling of the wavenumbers with the RLH dispersion. Finally, using
the experimental density as input to a computer model, simulations show very
good agreement with the amplitude and phase of the experimentally measured
RF magnetic fields.
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Etudes Expe´rimentales d’un Plasma He´licon
Universite´ de Toulouse III - Paul Sabatier
Cette the`se a pour cadre un accord de co-tutelle de the`se e´tabli entre
l’ Universite´ du Texas a` Austin (UT) et l’ Universite´ de Toulouse III-Paul
Sabatier (UPS). Graˆce a` cet accord universitaire, j’ai pu mettre a` profit les
spe´cialite´s que chacune de ces deux universite´s mettait a` ma disposition. En ef-
fet, en tant qu’universite´ principale pour mes e´tudes, UT m’a donne´ l’occasion
non seulement de suivre des cours primordiaux pour mes recherches, mais aussi
l’acce`s l’he´licon qui faisait l’objet de ma the`se. UPS m’a quant a` elle permis
d’avoir acce`s a` leur groupe d’e´tudes centre´es sur le plasma mode`le durant la
pe´riode de stage effectue´e chez eux. Le stage faisait partie des modalite´s obli-
gatoires a` satisfaire, tout comme le compte-rendu de´taille´ et en franc¸ais de la
the`se. C’est pourquoi je m’appliquerai dans les pages qui suivent a` mettre en
relief les parties les plus importantes contenues dans chaque chapitre de ma
the`se.
Les de´charges he´licons produisent des profils de densite´ a` visie`re avec
un gradient dans la direction radiale cre´ant une condition optimale afin d’avoir
des ondes he´licons localise´es par direction radiale (Radially Localized He-
licon (RLH) waves). La the`se ici soutenue de´montre que les ondes RLH
constituent le me´canisme fondamental afin d’absorber la puissance de ra-
diofre´quence (RF) dans le plasma. Notre recherche pre´sente en premier lieu
les donne´es expe´rimentales des profils de densite´ dans le plasma utilise´s par
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un mode`le qui calcule la structure des champs e´lectrique RF. Puis, la struc-
ture des champs e´lectrique mesure´e expe´rimentalement est alors compare´e aux
pre´dictions nume´riques et a` la the´orie RLH. Les re´sultats expe´rimentaux et
nume´riques donnent lieu a` des comparaisons favorables et sont consistants avec
la the´orie RLH.
Le premier chapitre commence par une introduction pre´sentant les
e´le´ments motivateurs de ma recherche. Bien que cette recherche ait comme
but premier la physique fondamentale des de´charges he´licons, elle fut com-
mence´e par une application re´elle et pratique, et ce, dans le cadre de propul-
sion pour les vaisseaux spatiaux. Cette recherche est le fruit d’une collab-
oration entre l’Universite´ du Texas a` Austin et la NASA au Johnson Space
Center pour le de´veloppement du VASIMR (Variable Specific Impulse Mag-
netoplasma Rocket). Cette collaboration continue de´sormais avec l’Ad Astra
Rocket Company. Le VASIMR est un nouveau concept de propulsion par
plasma ayant pour mission d’envoyer un jour des astronautes sur Mars. Le
syste`me ope´rationnel du VASIMR peut eˆtre divise´ en trois e´tapes. En effet,
tout d’abord l’avant de machine, un gaz (par exemple, de l’hydroge`ne ou de
l’argon) est injecte´ et ionise´ par de´charge he´licon ou` la puissance de RF est
de´pose´e par l’antenne he´licon. Puis, agissant en amplificateur, le plasma est
chauffe´ par acce´le´ration des ions par re´sonance cyclotron (Ion Cyclotron Res-
onant Heating, ICRH). Finalement, la troisie`me e´tape consiste a` convertir le
mouvement cyclotron des particules en un mouvement axial assurant ainsi le
de´tachement du plasma et une pousse´e efficace. En comprenant plus ample-
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ment le me´canisme d’absorption d’un plasma he´licon on pourra l’utiliser afin
de de´velopper et de perfectionner le VASIMR.
Dans mon deuxime chapitre, je me penche sur la the´orie des he´licons
plasmas. Le chapitre analyse la the´orie contemporaine concernant les ondes
de whistler dont la relation de dispersion est la plus utilise´e a` l’heure actuelle.
Puis, nous de´montrons comment la the´orie du he´licon localise´ s’ave`re eˆtre la
plus utile et pratique en ce qui concerne les plasmas a` he´licons. Les de´charges
he´licons, a` l’origine e´tudie´es et de´ve´lope´es par Boswell, utilisent une source
de puissance RF ope´rant entre la fre´quence e´lectronique et la fre´quence d’ions
cyclotrons afin de produire un plasma magne´tise´. Les he´licons ont des qualite´s
tre´s importantes, comme par exemple celle d’avoir une densite´ de plasma
tre`s haute ainsi que celle de posse´der un degre´ e´leve´ d’ionization. En raison
de ces qualite´s, les he´licons sont utilise´s dans divers domaines tels le traite-
ment des semi-conducteurs ou encore les syste`mes de propulsion spatiale. Des
e´tudes the´oriques et expe´rimentales s’ave`rent donc plus que ne´cessaires afin de
de´terminer le me´canisme fondamental qu’il faut pour absorber la puissance de
radiofre´quence (RF) dans le plasma. La the´orie actuelle affirme que la puis-
sance RF est de´pose´e dans la de´charge par l’excitation d’un mode propre qui
re´sonne avec une fre´quence de l’antenne RF. Les recherches pre´ce´dentes ont
attribue´ ce mode propre a` l’excitation d’une onde whistler. Pour cela, il faut
proposer une densite´ de plasma tre`s homoge`ne, Boswell propose une relations
de dispersion donne´e par Eq. 1,
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Ω = ωce
c2kkz
ω2pe
(1)
ou` Ω est la fre´quence de RF, ωce est la fre´quence cyclotron e´lectronique, ωpe
est la fre´quence du plasma, k est la valeur absolue du vecteur d’onde, et kz
est le composant du vecteur d’onde paralle`le au champs magne´tique externe.
Malheureusement, l’interpre´tation d’onde whistler a certaines contradictions
quand on compare avec les re´sultat obtenus expe´rimentalement. Mais une
nouvelle the´orie, le Radially Localized Helicon (RLH) wave, a e´te´ propose´e par
Breizman et Arefiev dans une de´charge he´licon. La diffe´rence fondamentale
est que le mode RLH requiert que la densite´ ait un gradient dans la direction
radiale. La de´rivation analytique est fonde´e sur des pre´misses qui se terminent
dans la relation de dispersion qui suit,
ωRLH ≈ ωce c
2k2z
ω2pe
(2)
Mais il s’ave`re toutefois ne´cessaire de prouver que, non seulement ce
mode propre peut en fait eˆtre attribue´e au mode RLH, mais encore que la
puissance est assimile´e par a RF. Tout en utilisant des efforts en mode´lisation
nume´rique, cette expe´rience essaie de de´montrer que l’interpre´tation RLH est
la plus efficace. Nous nous pencherons sur les proble`mes relatifs a` la the´orie
whistler et e´tablirons un contraste avec la the´orie RLH.
Le troisie`me chapitre de ma the`se de´crit l’expe´rience He´licon utilise´e
a` l’Universite´ du Texas. Au de´part l’expe´rience du he´licon fut de´veloppe´e
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a` l’Universite´ du Texas afin de reproduire l’expe´rience du VASIMIR mais
a` plus petite e´chelle et en ne se focalisant que sur l’antenne du he´licon.
Par conse´quent les aspects essentiels sont conserve´s comme par exemple la
ge´ome´trie cylindrique ou encore l’antenne du he´licon entourant le tube de verre
avec gaz neutralisant. La source d’e´nergie/puissance RF ainsi que des enroule-
ments produisant un champ magne´tique d’isolation. Par contre l’he´licon n’a
ni antenne ICRH, ni tuye`re magne´tique.
Un tube cylindrique en verre Pyrex de 6 cm de diame`tre et de 36 cm
de longueur (sans prendre en compte les 6,5 cm de l’interface verre-me´tal)
se trouve a` l’avant de la machine. Ce tube est relie´ a` l’interface verre-me´tal
par un vacuum en acier inoxydable de 10 cm de diame`tre et de 85 cm de
longueur pour une longueur moyenne de la chambre de 1,3 m. Le volume
complet est pompe´ avec un syste`me aspirant, permettant d’atteindre un vide
limite de 2 × 10−6 Torr. On inse`re du gaz Argon a` travers une prise d’air du
tube en Pyrex. L’utilisation d’un robinet a` pointeau ainsi qu’un re´gulateur
de de´bit-masse (mass flow controller MFC) place´ entre la bouteille de gaz
argon et le robinet a` pointeau contreˆlent le de´bit. Une antenne Nagoya III a`
torsion gauche de 180 degre´s faisant a` peu pre`s 15 cm de longueur enveloppe
l’exte´rieur du tube en Pyrex. Cinq bobines magne´tiques refroidies par eau et
relie´es a` une alimentation DC ge´nirent le champ magne´tique exte´rieur. Ces
bobines sont capables de produire un champ magne´tique de 2,64 Gauss/Amp
de courant applique´. Le syste`me de puissance consiste en un ge´ne´rateur de
mode`le RF10S RF avec 13,56 MHz RFPP fournissant 1 kW de puissance a`
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travers un re´seau d’adaptation d’impe´dance de type L relie´ a` une antenne
he´licon. Afin de maintenir le syste`me a` faible tempe´rature, on controˆle la
puissance a` 1,5 pulsions par seconde a` raison de 10% de dure´e relative des
impulsions.
Le quatrie`me chapitre de´crit le de´veloppement de l’e´quipement de di-
agnostique afin de mesurer les donne´es ne´cessaires. Ce chapitre met en relief
les outils de diagnostic; par exemple, la sonde Langmuir utilise´e pour obtenir
le profils de densite´ en deux dimensions (radial et axial) ou encore la sonde
magne´tique appelle´e “B-dot” qui mesure la structure des champs d’ondes
magne´tiques. Il y a deux sortes d’e´quipement de diagnostic du plasma sur
cette machine. D’une part, la sonde de Langmuir de´termine la tempe´rature
des e´lectrons (Te) et la densite´ des e´lectrons (ne). D’autre part, une sonde
magne´tique “B-dot” sert a` mesurer les changements du champ magne´tique
(dB
dt
ou B˙). Un “probe drive system” a` teˆtes de sonde interchangeable permet
de recevoir aussi bien la sonde Langmuir et la sonde B-dot. Attache´ a` l’arrie`re
de la machine, le syste`me recueille des donne´es dans des directions radiales et
axiales graˆce a` son unique mode`le de virage.
La construction de la translation de sonde s’est effectue´e avec l’utilisation
d’acier inoxydable robuste et avec des parties en aluminium. Pour l’interface
de vide, on utilise un soufflet de soudage pour que la sonde soit dans un
vide ne provoquant pas de fuite et menant aux mouvements rotatifs et de
translation requis. Des tiges de plombage en acier inoxydable constituent le
syste`me porteur dont les appuis sont des lames d’acier inoxydables de 1-pouce.
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Afin de produire un mouvement translational, on tourne manuellement et avec
pre´cision une tige filete´e a` raison de 10 tours/pouce. Les mouvements de ro-
tation et les connections e´lectriques s’obtiennent graˆce a` un connecteur de
rotation de 7-pin, disponible sur le marche´, et d’un degre´ d’exactitude a` un
degre´ pre`s. On a achete´ les diffe´rentes pie`ces puis assemble´es a` l’atelier de
construction de UT, et ce, a` partir de dessins techniques d’usage. Il e´tait par
ailleurs important d’avoir comme crite`res d’exe´cution pour la transmission de
sonde, des pointes de sonde interchangeables.
La sonde Langmuir est de la varie´te´ RF-compense´e et base´e sur le
motif de Sudit et Chen. Bien que cette sonde ait deux pointes, on la con-
side`re ne´anmoins comme sonde seule et non sonde double. La premie`re pointe
prend les mesures tandis que la deuxime pointe ou e´lectrode, fait partie du
circuit de compensation et peut eˆtre couple´e a` la premie`re e´lectrode. On
place une se´rie de“choke” RF afin de neutraliser le signal haute fre´quence RF
provenant des fre´quences principales de 13,56 MHz et secondaires de 27,12
MHz du ge´ne´rateur. La premie`re pointe de sonde a un diame`tre de 0,5 mm
et un tungsten de 3 mm de long. La seconde e´lectrode est faite a` partir de
fils molybde`ne enroule´s en e´paisseur dix fois autour de l’axe en aluminium qui
fait 2,75 mm de diame`tre. Les“choke” RF sont des Lenox-Fugle, des mini-
inducteurs d’une valeur de 150 µH (MCR 150) pour bloquer la fre´quence de
13,56 MHz, et ont une valeur de 47µH (MCR 47) pour bloquer la fre´quence
de 27,12 MHz. Le condensateur est un condensateur en surface de montage
miniature de 2 nF (deux 1 nF en paralle`le). La sonde magne´tique se base sur
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un motif a` re´jection interne e´lectrostatique et utilise un rouleau de prise cen-
trale dans lequel la soustraction des signaux de reprise parasites est achemine´e
directement vers la sonde. Le rouleau consiste en deux enroulements bifilaires
dirige´s dans la meˆme direction et permettant la prise centrale du rouleau.
L’enroulement A est en fait le seul mesurant le signal inductif mais les deux
enroulements aident a` annuler la partie e´lectrostatique. Cela vient du change-
ment de reprise inductive lorsque le rouleau de mesure est tourne´ a` 180 degre´s
tandis que la reprise capacitive ne tourne pas. Le champ magne´tique induit
par les courants capacitifs de l’enroulement B s’oppose au champ magne´tique
induit par les courants capacitifs de l’enroulement A. Par conse´quent, seule la
reprise inductive voulue se maintient dans l’enroulement A puisque le couplage
entre les deux enroulements intervient pour soustraire les signaux capacitifs
parasites de l’enroulement A.
Le cinquie`me chapitre de´montre comment les donne´es expe´rimentales
obtenues dans la colonne cylindrique et assyme´trique de plasma illustrent da-
vantage les caracte´ristiques du RLH plutoˆt que celles de la the´orie whistler
classique. A savoir :
• Normalement les whistlers ne se multiplient en espace libre qu’avec une
polarisation circulaire dextrorsum. Mais si relie´e par un cylindre, l’onde
de´veloppe une importante composante e´lectrostatique, permettant d’obtenir
en principe soit une polarisation droite (m= +1) soit une polarisation
gauche (m= -1). Les donne´es soulignent cette caracte´ristique. Les
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donne´es mettent en paralle`le une comparaison de la de´charge he´licon
avec comme seule variante modifie´e la direction du champ magne´tique
exte´rieure avec soit le nord inclinant (vers l’admission de gaz) ou bien
en aval (vers les pompes vide). Dans les deux situations, seul le mode
m = +1 est excite´.
• La the´orie d’onde whistler part de l’ide´e d’un plasma uniforme. En
revanche, la the´orie RLH ne´cessite un gradient de densite´ transversale.
Les dimensions de la sonde de Langmuir sugge`rent des profils de densite´
transversaux significatifs. En effet, les profils transversaux mesure´s que
ce soit devant, sous, et derrie`re l’antenne he´licon montrent des gradients
tre`s prononce´s de densite´.
• L’amortissement des ondes n’entre pas en compte dans le cadre de la
puissance absorbe´e par le plasma. On a sugge´re´ que les modes Trivelpiece-
Gould fonctionnent comme me´canisme de pouvoir d’absorption. Les
modes ne peuvent toutefois pas eˆtre responsable de l’absorption du cen-
tre du plasma. Je montrerai tout d’abord que la the´orie RLH explique la
puissance. Ensuite, j’illustrerai comment le gros de la puissance est ab-
sorbe´e au centre du plasma la` ou` la densite´ du gradient est la plus forte.
Bien qu’il soit impossible d’obtenir des mesures expe´rimentales directes
du pouvoir d’absorption, on entre toutefois des donne´es expe´rimentales
re´elles dans un mode`le informatique. Ce mode`le informatique montre un
graphique du pouvoir d’absorption calcule´. La localisation ainsi que la
quantite´ de puissance illustrent la the´orie RLH.
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• La de´composition Fourier du champ magne´tique a` variations temporelles
confirme le nombre d’ondes trouve´es en appliquant les calculs de la dis-
persion RLH aux mesures de la densite´ locale. Le nombre d’ondes locales
est calcule´ a` l’aide des mesures expe´rimentales de densite´ graˆce aux rela-
tions de dispersion whistler et RLH. A chaque fois, la valeur maximum de
densite´ de´termine la limite supe´rieure. En utilisant une valeur moyenne
de densite´ on de´termine alors une limite infe´rieure. Les re´sultats obtenus
de´montrent que les re´gimes de dispersion whistler et RLH sont non seule-
ment a` part mais comple`tement diffe´rents. La de´composition Fourier
du signal dans l’espace et non dans le temps aide a` analyser le champ
magne´tique mesure´ a` variations temporelles. La valeur du nombre d’ondes
obtenue graˆce a` la technique Fourier est en concordance avec la valeur
du nombre d’ondes de´termine´e par la technique applique´e de la relation
de dispersion aux mesures de densite´ locale.
Le sixie`me chapitre s’ache`ve par la conclusion de ma the`se. Les six
chapitres adressent les inte´reˆts des membres de mon comite´. Je me suis efforce´
de rendre compte de mes expe´riences de la fac¸on la plus concise et efficace qui
soit. De plus, un appendice a` la fin de ma the`se re´capitule minutieusement
toutes les e´tapes et informations ne´cessaires afin de reproduire l’expe´rience que
j’ai conduite. L’appendice s’ave`re utile pour des doctorants de´sireux de contin-
uer sur ma voie expe´rimentale. C’est pourquoi, j’ai fait en sorte d’inclure tous
les de´tails indispensables a` la bonne conduite de cette expe´rience, de´tails que
j’aurais moi-meˆme aime´ avoir lorsque j’ai commence´ mon projet. L’appendice
xviii
comporte des de´tails de de´rivation, des dessins, des instructions ainsi que des
e´quations et programmes informatiques.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation seeks to shed light, by providing the experimental
data needed, on the complex question: What is the mechanism behind the
efficient power absorption of helicon plasmas? This work is but a small piece
in trying to develop an answer. Here, I will offer insight obtained by real-world
experimentation, coupled with the theoretical and computer modeling effort
of my colleagues.
Helicon discharges have high ionization efficiency and high densities.
Because of these positive qualities, they have been used as a plasma source
in diverse applications, from semiconductor processing to space propulsion.
In fact, the motivation for our study of helicon plasmas emerged from a col-
laboration between the University of Texas at Austin and NASA’s Advanced
Space Propulsion Laboratory (ASPL) at the Johnson Space Center (now the
Ad Astra Rocket Company) to develop the VAriable Specific Impulse Magne-
toplasma Rocket (VASIMR) engine. At the heart of this new plasma-based
rocket engine is the helicon plasma source which I focus on in this disserta-
tion. The work on VASIMR began with the desire to launch manned missions
to neighboring planets. Because of more stringent requirements for manned
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missions versus those for robotic missions, a more efficient propulsion system
was needed.
Figure 1.1: Artist’s concept of a rocket to Mars using VASIMR engines
For example, because of adverse physiological effects on humans during
prolonged space flight, faster travel times are required. Also, because of safety
considerations, the availability of various abort options are needed. Further-
more, having astronauts on board means carrying a larger payload, not only
because of the increased weight of the astronauts themselves but also because
of the associated life support systems, food, and logistical supplies. One way to
lessen the weight is to consume, and therefore carry, less fuel. Since the motion
of a rocket is directly related to the momentum from the propellant, decreasing
the propellant mass term (m) would require a corresponding increase in the
exhaust velocity term (v) for the same momentum. The upper limit on the
velocity of chemical rockets is set by the energy available in the chemical bonds
of the propellant. This amount is on the order of half an electron volt (eV).
However, in order to achieve the momentum needed, exhaust velocities with
energies on the order of hundreds of eV are required. At these energies, ion-
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ization of the propellant occurs; thus, it has to be a plasma-based propulsion
system. Various plasma-based propulsion systems have already been devel-
oped, including the Hall thruster, Magneto Plasma Dynamic (MPD) thruster,
and the ion engine.
One of the newer concepts pursued by ASPL is the VAriable Spe-
cific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) conceived by Dr. Franklin
Chang-Diaz [13]. In order to fully understand the advantages and the need for
propulsion systems like this one, it is first instructive to review some orbital
mechanics and a few concepts such as thrust and specific impulse. Appendix A
of this dissertation provides a review of this subject and details some of the
more pertinent equations. But the general concept: VASIMR will decrease the
amount of flight time for a flight to Mars to roughly three months instead of
a year and will deliver other advantages such as less fuel consumption and the
ability to have various abort options along the way. VASIMR achieves these
advantages by increasing the specific impulse and subsequently decreasing fuel
consumption for the same momentum gain.
The VASIMR [13] is composed of three major sections, each with a
distinct function. The forward cell creates the plasma by ionizing a neutral
gas, such as hydrogen or argon, with radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic
(EM) waves delivered by a helicon antenna (this is the m˙ term in Eq A.5).
The middle cell then takes this plasma and accelerates it by applying more
power delivered by an Ion Cyclotron Resonant Heating (ICRH) antenna (this
is the ve term in Eq A.5). It does this by applying power at the ion cyclotron
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Figure 1.2: Major components of the VASIMR engine
frequency, thereby resonantly coupling to the natural frequency on the ion’s
orbital frequency around the guiding magnetic field. Finally, the back cell is
a magnetic nozzle which ensures that the plasma properly detaches from the
magnetic field lines by converting the circular velocity into useful axial velocity
in order to produce thrust. Specifically, the magnetic field gradually decreases
as it diverges in the nozzle. The plasma then detaches from the thruster when
its kinetic energy density exceeds the energy density of the guiding magnetic
field. At this point, the magnetic field is no longer strong enough to control
the flow and the plasma breaks free, producing thrust.
This dissertation focuses only on the forward cell and, in particular, how
the RF power produced by the helicon antenna is absorbed by the plasma. By
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understanding the underlying physics of this absorption mechanism, I will illu-
minate a basic understanding of helicon plasmas, which will lead to the further
development of VASIMR and the improvement of its overall performance and
efficiency.
In order to perform this work, a helicon machine was constructed which
mirrors the exact functions of the forward cell in VASIMR, albeit on a much
smaller scale. Despite its decreased size, all the relevant physics are captured
in the experimental setup, described in detail in Chapter 3. Although my
work focused mostly on the experimental aspects, I collaborated with other
colleagues on the theoretical and modeling aspects in order to create a single,
coherent picture of the helicon power absorption phenomenon.
The main contribution of my research is to collect the experimental data
needed to show that a new mechanism, the Radially Localized Helicon (RLH)
wave theory, can be used to explain the efficient power absorption of helicon
plasma sources. Previous researchers experimentally showed the existence of a
resonant eigenmode response of the plasma which they attributed to the RLH
wave [38]. My research seeks to fill in this picture by measuring other relevant
experimental quantities not previously measured and as a whole, comparing
them in the context of the RLH theory. Additionally, the data collected will
be of higher resolution in the radial and axial directions and will include the
previously unprobed region under the helicon antenna. Finally, I compare the
experimental magnetic field data with a newly developed computer model to
determine the eigenmode structure.
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This dissertation was written with two distinct audiences in mind. The
six main chapters speak to the interests of my committee members. Here lies
the “tip of the iceberg”, where I distilled the information about my experi-
mentation in the shortest amount of space possible, yet made it ample enough
to “tell the story.”
Specifically, Chapter 2 discusses the current theory pertaining to he-
licons. I point out some inconsistencies with this theory and places where
further insights can be gained. I then explain the Radially Localized Helicon
(RLH) theory and offer reasons why this theory provides the most appropriate
and accurate picture of the helicon power absorption mechanism. In Chapter
3, I describe the experimental setup, while in Chapter 4, I present the details
of the various diagnostic equipment used to collect the data. In Chapter 5,
I show the actual data collected as well as present a detailed analysis of the
data. Finally, in Chapter 6, I give concluding remarks.
If these main chapters are the “tip of the iceberg,” then the Appendix
represents the other 90% of the iceberg, details of which are vital to those
who also plan to navigate the same tricky waters. The Appendix, therefore, is
written for the graduate students who may follow in my experimental footsteps.
For this audience, I have included all the “nitty-gritty” details that I wish
someone had given me when I first started this project. The Appendix contains
detailed derivations, drawings, instructions on exactly how to perform the data
collection, construction of the probes, exact names for equipment and parts,
explanations of the LabVIEW programs I wrote, and a whole host of other
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information useful for the project.
This dissertation is being performed under a joint supervision agree-
ment (or “cotutelle de the`se”) between the University of Texas at Austin (UT)
and the University of Toulouse III - Paul Sabatier (UPS) in France. This ar-
rangement allowed for a collaboration on plasma research between the experi-
mental group at UT and the computer modeling group at UPS. This disserta-
tion required me to do “in-residence” research at UPS and, with that in mind,
will be presented to a committee with equal representation of members from
both UT and UPS.
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Chapter 2
Helicon Theory
Since the main thrust of this research is to show the applicability to
helicon plasmas of one theory over another, it is instructive to begin with
a short discourse about each one. Helicon discharges, extensively developed
by Boswell [7–9] and Chen [15–17], use an RF power source operating be-
tween the electron and ion cyclotron frequency to create a high-density mag-
netized plasma produced by the excitation of helicon waves. Because of at-
tractive qualities such as a high plasma density and high degree of ioniza-
tion, it has prompted theoretical and experimental studies with the purpose
of understanding the underlying physics behind the power absorption mecha-
nism [3, 15, 16].
The early theory states that the RF power is deposited into the dis-
charge through the excitation of an eigenmode that resonates with the RF
antenna frequency. Previous research attributes this eigenmode to the exci-
tation of a whistler wave bounded by a cylinder [8]. Whistler waves are low
frequency electromagnetic waves in free-space produced by lightning where the
impulse travels away from the earth and returns to the earth traveling along
the magnetic field lines of the ionosphere. The low frequencies have a slower
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group velocity than the high frequencies and this dispersion is perceived as a
descending tone, which causes the signature “whistling” sound of the wave.
The whistler interpretation, however, has various inconsistencies when
compared to observations obtained from experiment. The Radially Localized
Helicon (RLH) wave theory as proposed by Breizman and Arefiev [10] offers
a better explanation of the helicon absorption mechanism which is consistent
with actual experimentally observed results.
The early helicon theory assumed a uniform plasma density which led
to the dispersion relation given by Eq. 2.1,
Ω = ωce
c2kkz
ω2pe
(2.1)
where Ω is the driving frequency; ωce is the electron cyclotron frequency (which
is a function of the external magnetic field); ωpe is the plasma frequency (which
is a function of plasma density); k is the absolute value of the wave vector;
and kz is the wave vector component parallel to the applied magnetic field.
Fig. 2.1 defines elements of the geometry such as the radius (r) and
length (L) of the machine and defines the wave vector (k) as well as its com-
ponents whose relation is k =
√
k2⊥ + k2z . From the definition of the wavenum-
ber, we see that k⊥ ∝ 1r and kz ∝ 1L . From the long, cylindrical geometry
of this experiment, we see that r  L which results in kz  k⊥, therefore
k ≈ k⊥. The application of the whistler dispersion on any experiment with a
long, cylindrical geometry, like the UT Helicon experiment, would then have
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a linear dependence on kz.
Figure 2.1: Experimental geometry and definition of wave vector
However, Eq. 2.1 predicts a higher driving frequency than is observed
in the actual experiment because of the k⊥kz dependence. In contrast, the
RLH theory requires a plasma density gradient across the applied magnetic
field for absorbing the RF energy. This density gradient creates the potential
well for non-axisymmetric whistlers which allow for radially localized solutions
of lower frequencies, the RLH wave. The dispersion relation shown in Eq. 2.2,
ωRLH ≈ ωce c
2k2z
ω2pe
(2.2)
has a k2z dependence which accurately predicts the correct driving frequency
when actual experimental values are used for the external magnetic field, den-
sity, and wavenumber based on antenna geometry.
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It is useful to rearrange this equation in terms of experimentally measur-
able quantities of external magnetic field (B) and plasma density (ne). First,
I will recall the formulas for the electron cyclotron and plasma frequency,
respectively.
ωce =
eB
me
(2.3)
ωpe =
√
e2ne
0me
(2.4)
ωRLH = c
2k2z
ωce
ω2pe
= c2k2z
eB
me
e2ne
0me
=
0c
2
e
k2z
B
ne
=
B
neµ0e
k2z (2.5)
c2 =
1
0µ0
(2.6)
similarly for the whistler dispersion using k = 2pi
r
,
Ω =
B2pi
neµ0er
kz (2.7)
We now have equations to look at the scaling of the wavenumber (kz) with
measurable experimental parameters such as the driving frequency (ωRLH or
Ω), external magnetic field (B) and density (ne). Here, k is the wavenumber
defined as k = 2pi
λ
in other words k = 2piκ where κ = 1
λ
. Later, in Chap. 5, I
will show the results of a spatial Fourier decomposition in κ-space.
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In Chap. 5, I will attempt to show that the experimental data is con-
sistent with characteristics of the RLH rather than the conventional whistler
theory in an axisymmetric cylindrical plasma column, namely:
1. Whistlers are known to propagate with only right-hand circular polar-
ization (m = +1) in free space. But when bounded by a cylinder, the
wave develops a large electrostatic component which allows it to have, in
principle, either a right (m = +1) or left (m = -1) circular polarization.
RLH theory, on the other hand, predicts the excitation of only the m =
+1 polarization.
2. Whistler wave theory begins with an assumption of a uniform plasma,
whereas RLH theory requires a radial density gradient. Langmuir probe
measurements suggest radial density profiles with significant gradients.
3. Wave damping from whistler waves cannot account for the power ab-
sorbed in the bulk plasma. Trivelpiece-Gould modes at the surface have
been suggested as a power absorption mechanism; however, they cannot
account for the absorption near the plasma center. I will show that the
RLH theory can account for the power and consequently will demon-
strate that the bulk of the power is absorbed near the center of the
plasma where the density gradient is strongest.
4. Fourier decomposition of the time-varying magnetic field confirms wavenum-
bers that are in agreement with calculations applying the RLH dispersion
to the measured peak density.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Setup
As I mentioned in Chap. 1 of this dissertation, the helicon experiment
at the University of Texas (Fig. 3.1) was originally built to mimic the VASIMR
experiment except on a smaller scale and focusing only on the helicon antenna.
Therefore, its main features remain the same, including the long cylindrical
vacuum vessel, a helicon antenna surrounding a glass tube which contains the
neutral gas, an RF power source, and coils to produce the external magnetic
field for confinement. However, the helicon experiment lacks both an ICRH an-
tenna and a magnetic nozzle. In comparison, the actual VASIMR experiment
located at Johnson Space Flight Center is shown in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Helicon experiment at the University of Texas at Austin.
The UT helicon experiment began in one configuration and evolved
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Figure 3.2: VASIMR Experiment in Johnson Space Flight Center.
into the second, and final, configuration. The length of the glass tube on the
earlier version of the machine (Fig. 3.1) was 30 cm, whereas the glass tube
of the new machine (Fig. 3.3) was extended for a new overall length of 42.5
cm. Additionally, the original machine had 7 co-axial magnets whereas the
new machine has 5 magnets. In order to accommodate the longer glass tube
and still have the existing probe drive system be useable, the vacuum chamber
itself had to be moved, which then forced the change in the number of magnets
used as well as a change in the spacing between those magnets. The new,
longer glass tube was required in order to accommodate other experiments
being performed on the helicon machine by other students. This, of course,
meant that all the data taken on the earlier version of the experiment had a
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significantly different configuration. However, it proved beneficial as a testbed
for perfecting the probe designs, data acquisition, and software development.
All the data presented in this dissertation come strictly from the latest version
of the machine.
Figure 3.3: Side view of the latest version of the helicon experiment (dimen-
sions are in units of mm).
At the front of the machine is a cylindrical Pyrexr glass tube 6 cm in
diameter and 36 cm in length (not counting another 6.5 cm for the glass-to-
metal interface). This tube is connected through the glass-to-metal interface
to a cylindrical stainless steel vacuum vessel which is 10 cm in diameter and
85 cm in length to make an overall length for the chamber of approximately
1.3 meters. The entire volume of the vessel is pumped down with a vacuum
system (Fig. 3.4) consisting of a roughing pump and turbo-molecular pump
connected in series and capable of achieving a base pressure of 2× 10−6 Torr.
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Figure 3.4: Pumps used to evacuate the chamber include a roughing pump
(left) and turbo-molecular pump (right).
Argon gas is fed through an inlet in the Pyrexr tube. The flow is
controlled through the use of a needle valve and a mass flow controller (MFC)
which is placed in between the argon gas bottle and the needle valve (Fig. 3.5).
The mass flow controller can both adjust the amount of gas as well as indicate
its volumetric flow rate. However, in this application, the control function is
not needed as the MFC is employed mainly as a flow gauge. This configuration
was used because RF noise caused the flow reading to fluctuate during each
shot. Because of its control feedback loop, the MFC would respond to this
“perceived” change in flow by either increasing or decreasing the amount of
gas, even though no actual change was occurring. Therefore, the MFC is
always run in the full open condition with the actual flow rate controlled by
the manual needle valve.
The resulting fill pressure is measured with various vacuum gauges at
16
Figure 3.5: Equipment used to control and monitor argon gas flow.
the opposite end of the gas inlet. Because of the large dynamic range in
pressures from a high of 760 torr to a low of 10−7 Torr, three different vacuum
gauges (Fig. 3.6) are used; a convectron, thermocouple (TC), and ion gauge,
measure the pressure in the main chamber. The convectron gauge measures
the high pressure range from 760 Torr to 1 mTorr. The TC gauge covers the
mid-pressure range from 1 Torr to 1 mTorr. The ion gauge handles the low
pressure regime from 1 mTorr to 10−9 Torr. A single thermocouple gauge is
also used to measure the roughline pressure between the turbopump and the
roughing pump.
Since the experiment is typically run in the 1 - 5 mTorr range, the
convectron gauge is used to measure the pressure. Unfortunately, this is at
the extreme low end of the gauge’s capability, so in order to more accurately
determine the pressure, the MFC flow is used as a measure of pressure instead
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Figure 3.6: Various vacuum gauges to monitor chamber pressure.
of the gauge. Flow indicated by the MFC has a corresponding chamber pres-
sure determined by putting a temporary ion gauge in the first window and
noting its reading along with the reading from the permanent ion gauge in the
back of the chamber. I took two pressure measurements because the ion gauge
shown in Fig. 3.6 is at the very back of the machine requiring a path from the
main chamber to travel through several 90◦ bends. Not knowing if this was
really an accurate measure of the pressure farther upstream in the antenna
region, I installed a second, temporary ion gauge in the first window. The
typical operating flow rate of 50 sccm of argon is equivalent to a fill pressure
of approximately 3 mTorr at the first window and 1 mTorr at the far end of the
chamber. The table below shows the flow rate and its corresponding chamber
pressure. The relationship in the flow regime of the experiment is linear.
The power delivery system (Fig. 3.8) consists of a 13.56 MHz RFPP
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Argon flow (sccm) Upstream (mTorr) Downstream (mTorr)
5 0.2 0.2
10 0.5 0.4
15 0.9 0.5
20 1.2 0.7
25 1.5 0.9
30 1.8 1.1
35 2.1 1.2
40 2.5 1.4
45 2.8 1.6
50 3.1 1.7
55 3.4 1.9
60 3.8 2.1
Table 3.1: Flow meter reading and the equivalent pressure reading at the
upstream and downstream ion gauges.
Figure 3.7: Linear relationship of argon gas flow to measured chamber pressure
by the upstream and downstream ion gauge.
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Model RF10S RF-generator supplying 1 kW of power through an L-type
matching network to a helical antenna. In order to keep heating to a min-
imum, the power is delivered in 1.5 second pulses with a 10% duty cycle.
Figure 3.8: Power delivery system including the 13.56 MHz RF generator (left)
and L-type matching network (right).
The antenna is a Nagoya Type III antenna with a 180◦, left-twist ap-
proximately 15 cm long and wrapped around the outside of the Pyrexr tube.
Nomenclature for this type of antenna is often confusing because they are sim-
ply named either a Right or Left antenna with no explanation of what that
refers to. The particular antenna used in this experiment is a Left-twist he-
lical antenna which refers to how you would have to twist a straight Nagoya
antenna to turn it into this final shape. You would make it by starting with a
simple Nagoya Type III antenna with parallel straps on the top and bottom
(top of Fig. 3.9), then looking from the end, keep the farther loop fixed and
rotate the closer loop counterclockwise (or left) by 180◦, but then looking at
the straps and following its helical trajectory from one end to the other, it
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would actually be traveling in a clockwise (to the right) direction. So Left
does not refer to the twist of the straps but to which direction the straight
Nagoya antenna needs to be twisted.
Figure 3.9: Straight Nagoya Type III antenna (top) when twisted to the left
(counterclockwise from viewpoint indicated by straight arrow) becomes a Left-
twist helicon antenna (bottom).
Supplying the external magnetic field is a set of five, water-cooled mag-
netic coils connected to a DC power supply. These coils are capable of pro-
ducing a magnetic field of 2.64 Gauss/Amp of applied current. The typical
operating point of the magnetic field in this experiment is 200 amps which is
equivalent to 527 Gauss. Fig. 3.10 shows the structure of the magnetic fields
in the experiment which was obtained using the Finite Element Method Mag-
netic (FEMM) software to model the magnetic fields. The process begins by
defining a model of the chamber and coils. At this stage, a physical model is
created using a tool such as AutoCADr where the geometry is defined; ad-
ditionally, the materials, type of magnet wire, number of windings, currents,
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and boundary conditions are defined. The next step is to define a mesh of a
finite number of triangles (as coarse or as fine as desired) and the calculations
are made at each triangle intersection. Finally, the model will output the mag-
netic field at each point and various plotting options can be chosen including
the contour plot shown in the figure. For this particular model, a coil current
of 220 A was used which resulted in an average field of 580 Gauss on-axis.
Figure 3.10: Top view of actual magnetic coil configuration (top) is modeled
in the FEMM software (bottom) and shows the resulting magnetic field at 220
A of applied current.
The final shape of the magnetic field represents a compromise between
having as uniform a field as possible and yet having enough distance between
magnets in order to provide line-of-sight for other diagnostic equipment such
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as spectrometers and infra-red cameras used by the other graduate students
also working on this machine.
To determine the regime in which to run the experiments, I performed
sensitivity studies to determine the proper parameters for gas flow and exter-
nal magnetic field strength in which to run the experiment. The power and
frequency were fixed and their values, of 1 kW and 13.56 MHz respectively,
were dictated by the available power supply.
Fig. 3.11 shows the antenna current as a function of gas flow for various
levels of the external magnetic field. The graph on the top represents the
condition when the magnetic field (north) is pointing upstream and the figure
on the bottom is when the magnetic field is pointing downstream. In both
cases, the higher antenna currents between 25 - 30 amps indicates when there
is a “bad” plasma discharge; that is to say the power coupling is not optimal for
the helicon mode and the plasma is in an inductive mode and remains mostly
purple in color. When the antenna current is around 18 - 20 amps, the power
supply indicates the full 1 kW of power being delivered to the plasma, and the
characteristic blue core indicative of a “good” helicon discharge is present. In
both cases, there is a mode jump, but in the upstream case (top) the transition
is less abrupt. The downstream case (bottom), however, exhibits a much more
discrete jump with the current suddenly dropping with only a small change
in flow for all values of the magnetic field. But regardless of the value of the
magnetic field in the range from 400 - 800 Gauss, at 50 sccm of argon flow,
the plasma is always in the “good” helicon range. I therefore chose to run the
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Figure 3.11: Sensitivity study on antenna current to varying gas flow and
external magnetic field for the upstream (a) and downstream (b) directions of
the external magnetic field.
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experiment at the parameters indicated in Table 3.2 which summarizes the
typical operating parameters used in this experiment.
PARAMETER VALUE
RF Power In 1 kW
RF Frequency 13.56 MHz
Antenna Current 18-20 Arms
Neutral Gas Argon
Fill Pressure (flow rate) 3 mTorr (50 sccm)
Magnetic Field 570 Gauss
Table 3.2: Typical experimental parameters.
The values for the characteristic frequencies (in rad/sec) are:
(ωci = 1.5× 105) < (ω = 8.5× 107) < (ωpi = 2.09× 108) < (ωce = 1.× 1010) <
(ωpe = 5.64× 1010)
where ωci is the ion cyclotron frequency; ω is the driving frequency; ωpi is the
ion plasma frequency; ωce is the electron cyclotron frequency; and ωpe is the
electron plasma frequency.
The values for the characteristic lengths (in meters) are:
(λD = 1.66 × 10−5) < (λS = 6.64 × 10−5) < (rp = 2.5 × 10−4) < ( cωpe ) =
5.31× 10−3) < (λ0 = 6.1× 10−2)
where λD is the Debye length; λS is the sheath size; rp is the Langmuir probe
radius; c/ωpe is the plasma skin depth; and λ0 is the mean free path for
electron-neutral collisions.
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Chapter 4
Diagnostic Equipment
This section briefly describes the equipment used to collect the data.
Specific details of the theory, construction, calibration, and setup of each of
these probes can be found in the appendix.
There are two main types of plasma diagnostic equipment on this ma-
chine. The first type is a Langmuir probe, used to determine the electron
temperature (Te) and the electron density (ne), and the second type is a mag-
netic “B-dot” probe, used to measure the changing magnetic field (dB
dt
or B˙).
To accommodate both the Langmuir and B-dot probe, a probe drive system
was built with interchangeable probe heads. This system is attached to the
back end of the machine and has the capability of taking a full 2-D set of
data in both radial and axial directions through its dog-leg design. The para-
graphs that follow will provide information about the probe construction and
capabilities.
4.1 Probe Drive System
Previous experimenters on this machine [38] were restricted to taking
their data to radial measurements only at three fixed axial positions, namely
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at the locations of the three windows. Not only were the experimenters lim-
ited in their radial measurements, but they were also limited in their axial
measurements. The “on-axis” (r = 0) measurement came up from the rear of
the chamber but could only go as far as window number two. Measurements
taken under the antenna or even close to it were previously unavailable. A new
system capable of performing a complete two-dimensional scan both radially
and axially had to be designed and built.
An initial probe drive assembly, with a more rudimentary design, was
constructed as an initial test to determine the feasibility of putting a probe
completely into the antenna region yet still striking a helicon plasma. This
initial probe assembly also provided valuable information about future chal-
lenges as well as design criteria that needed to be considered when the final
probes were built. See Appendix C.1 for details of this initial design.
With this knowledge, I constructed a new probe drive assembly using
more robust stainless steel and aluminum parts. For the vacuum interface,
instead of the simple o-ring seal, a welded bellows was used so that the probe
itself would be in vacuum, thus eliminating the more difficult dynamic o-ring
seal which was prone to vacuum leaks and less conducive to the necessary ro-
tational and translational movements. The supporting structure was replaced
by precision stainless steel rods and the supports were made of 1-inch thick
stainless steel plates for rigidity. Translational motion was achieved using a
hand-turned, precision threaded-rod with a pitch of 10 turns/inch. Rotational
motion and electrical connections were achieved using a commercially available
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7-pin, rotational feedthrough capable of two-degree accuracy. Parts were pur-
chased commercially, then were machined at the UT machine shop according
to custom drawings, and finally assembled in the lab. An additional design cri-
teria imposed on the new drive assembly was the ability to use interchangeable
probe tips with the common translation/rotation stage.
Figure 4.1: Probe drive assembly for radial and axial scans.
After various iterations and refinements, Fig 4.1 shows the final design
of the probe drive system. The main feature of this design is a bellows which
allows for 0.6 m of travel in the axial direction and a feedthrough which allows
for a full 360◦ range of motion in the radial direction. This probe coupled with
a dog-leg probe tip allows for the collection of data within an accuracy of 1
mm for z and within 2◦ in the azimuthal direction.
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4.2 Langmuir Probe
The Langmuir probe (Fig 4.2) is of the RF-compensated variety based
on the design by Sudit and Chen [47]. Appendix D gives specific details of
the Langmuir probe with the schematic of Fig. D.2 illustrating the electrical
circuit. This probe is classified as a single probe and not a double probe, even
though it has two tips. The primary tip takes the main measurement while
the secondary tip, or electrode, is part of the RF compensation network and is
capacitively coupled to the primary electrode. A series of RF chokes is placed
near the probe tip to cancel out the noise from the high frequency RF signal
which comes from the generator’s primary frequency of 13.56 MHz and the
second harmonic at 27.12 MHz. The primary probe tip is made of 0.5 mm
diameter tungsten which is 3 mm long. The secondary electrode was made by
winding a molybdenum wire ten times around the 2.75 mm diameter alumina
shaft. The RF chokes are Lenox-Fugle miniature inductors with a value of
150 µH (MCR 150) for blocking the 13.56 MHz frequency and 47 µH (MR 47)
for the 27.12 MHz frequency. The capacitor is a 2 nF (two 1 nF in parallel)
miniature surface mount capacitor.
The schematic of the associated driving electronics for the Langmuir
probe is shown in Fig 4.3. The circuit begins with a DC bias connected to
a frequency generator supplying a sine wave at a frequency of 10 Hz. This
signal is then fed into an amplifier which puts out a biased, sine wave, sweep
voltage varying from -25 V to +10 V. To make current measurements, a 100
Ω resistor is put in series and the resistor voltage is taken in order to get the
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Figure 4.2: Langmuir probe.
current in the circuit from Ohm’s law. The sweep voltage is measured from
one side of the resistor to ground. Together, these two measurements give the
characteristic current/voltage (I/V) measurements from which Te and ne are
calculated.
Figure 4.3: Associated Langmuir probe electronics.
Again, the design of the Langmuir probe itself, the driving electronics, and
data acquisition system took various forms and needed numerous iterations.
These details along with the original Langmuir probe design can be found in
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Appendix D. Plasma density measurements with this probe had a shot-to-shot
scatter of less than 6% and an electron temperature shot-to-shot scatter of less
than 3%.
4.3 Magnetic Probe
The magnetic probe is based on a design with inherent electrostatic
rejection by using a basic center-tapped coil in which the subtraction of un-
wanted capacitive pickup signals are carried out in the probe itself [33]. The
coil itself consists of two windings that are bifilar to each other and wound in
the same direction, effectively creating the center-tapped coil (Fig 4.4). Only
winding A contributes to the measured inductive signal but both windings
contribute to the cancelation of the electrostatic pickup. This effect comes
from the fact that there is a change in sign of the inductive pickup when the
measurement coil is rotated 180◦, whereas the capacitive pickup does not. The
magnetic field induced from capacitive currents from winding B opposes the
magnetic field induced from capacitive currents in winding A. Therefore, only
the desirable inductive pickup remains on winding A since the close coupling
between the two windings acts to subtract the unwanted capacitive signals
from winding A.
The probe (Fig 4.5) is aligned with the z-axis such that the circular
capture area of the coil is perpendicular to the length of the machine. When
moved axially, it will capture the radial (Br) component of the magnetic wave
field. The coils are wound on a 6.1 mm diameter alumina tube and protected
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Figure 4.4: A) Windings shown as part of the same center-tapped coil, B)
Electrical connection of both coils showing one winding is effectively flipped
180◦.
from direct contact with the plasma by a coating of Ceramacastr cement.
Electrical connections with the 50 Ω impedance matching resistor and minia-
ture coaxial cable are made as close to the probe tip as possible and contained
in the alumina shaft.
The output from the magnetic probe is fed into one channel of an HP
TDS-5054B-NV digital oscilloscope where the amplitude and phase of the wave
are determined. In order to determine the phase, the current being fed into
the helicon antenna (as measured by a Pearson current meter) is also fed into a
second channel of the oscilloscope. The phase difference is calculated between
this reference signal and the signal from the B-dot probe.
The probe is absolutely calibrated using a Helmholtz coil driven at the
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Figure 4.5: Magnetic “B-dot” probe (resistor and electrical connections are in
the shaft).
13.56 MHz RF frequency, so all magnetic fields are given in real units of Gauss
or Tesla. The error in the magnitude of the magnetic field is within ±20%.
We can not only qualitatively compare the shape of the field to numerical
simulations but we can also compare their magnitudes and thus gain insight
into the plasma density. The comparison between the two allows us to say
something about the accuracy of the model or the calibration of the probe.
Details of the B-dot probe can be found in Appendix E.
4.4 Data Acquisition
I acquired the current and voltage characteristics of the Langmuir probe
via the data acquisition system consisting of a National Instruments (NI) DIN
rail-mountable BNC adapter (BNC-2110), data acquisition cards (AT-MIO-
16E-10 and PCI-6110), and LabVIEW software. Data was processed using
three separate programs: one for data collection, one for data filtering and
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boxcar averaging, and one for final analysis to extract plasma density and
temperature. Further details of the hardware and software can be found in
Appendix F.
Because of speed considerations, the magnetic probe data had to be
taken with a high-speed digital oscilloscope instead of the NI hardware/LabVIEW
software combination. The measured magnetic field fluctuates at the RF gen-
erator frequency of 13.56 MHz. The NI hardware is only capable of digitizing
at 1 MSamples/sec but the TDS-5054B-NV digital oscilloscope is capable of
5 GSamples/sec.
A discussion of the data acquisition system would not be complete
without at least a short discussion about RF noise. This experiment was
plagued by noise issues from the beginning. Standard practices were used to
decrease the noise in the data acquisition system which included identifying
ground loop issues and proactively addressing them by installing in-line filters
and designing appropriate electrical connection schemes. The helicon machine
is physically in a separate room with shielding around the RF antenna and
matching network. The data acquisition computer system is in a separate
room, inside a Faraday cage. Signs of the RF noise can be heard in the loud
buzzing of the computer speakers during each shot. The speakers actually
became one of the best detectors of RF noise. When speaking of shielding, the
skin depth of certain materials needs to be considered. The skin depth (δ) is
defined as the depth below the surface of the conductor at which the current
density decays to 1/e (about 0.37) of the current density at the surface (Js) of
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the conductor.
δ =
√
2ρ
ωµ
=
1√
pifµσ
(4.1)
where ρ = resistivity of conductor; ω = 2pif ; µ = µ0 ·µr where µ is the absolute
magnetic permeability; µ0 is the permeability of free space (4pi × 10−7 NA2 ); µr
= relative permeability; f = frequency; and σ = 1/ρ = conductivity. The
commonly used conductors in this experiment are copper (ρ = 1.72 × 10−8
and µr = 1) and stainless steel (ρ = 7 × 10−7 and µr = 1.05 − 1.11). At the
frequency of the RF generator of 13.56 MHz, the skin depth of copper is 18
µm and the skin depth of stainless steel is 113 µm.
Another technique used to block out RF noise was to wind the data
acquisition cables around RF chokes to reduce the high frequency interference.
This worked well when using the Langmuir probe since the desired signal being
measured was being swept at a rate of only 10 - 100 Hz. However, the RF
choke was useless for the magnetic probe since the desired time-varying signal
was changing at the exact frequency of the RF generator. We couldn’t choke
off the very signal we were trying to measure.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Results
This chapter discusses the measurements that were obtained using the
diagnostic equipment described in Chapter 4. The data will be compared to
the RLH theory discussed in Chapter 2 and the data will also be used as
input into a computer model with those results also being compared to the
predictions of the RLH theory.
5.1 Azimuthal Mode
Light and Chen [31] discuss the differences between the straight Nagoya
Type III, Right-helical, and Left-helical antennas and explain what each of
them are and what one would expect in terms of the wave that would be
launched. In Fig. 3.9, the Nagoya and Left-helical antennas are shown. The
straight Nagoya antenna has m = ±1 symmetry and plane polarization. This
type of antenna is effective because it generates space charges that give rise
to an internal electrostatic field. The RF current in the antenna will reach a
maximum in one direction during one half cycle, return to zero, then reach
another maximum in the opposite direction during the next half cycle. The
current in the horizontal legs will induce an RF magnetic field, which will in
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turn induce an electromagnetic electric field. This induced electric field will
cause electrons to flow in the axial (z) direction parallel to the DC magnetic
field. The electron motion will set up a space charge on each field line until the
electrostatic field of the space charge cancels out the induced electromagnetic
electric field (Lenz’s Law). But this space charge also sets up a perpendicular
static field which is in the same direction as the helicon wave and thus enhances
it. So the plane Nagoya antenna generates an electric field pattern that is
plane-polarized meaning that it is a linear combination of the m = +1 (right-
hand circularly polarized) and m = −1 (left-hand circularly polarized) modes,
therefore, it can excite either mode.
From the straight Nagoya antenna, one can create either a Right or
Left-helical antenna by introducing a 180◦ twist on the horizontal legs. By
introducing this twist, an electrostatic field is induced in the plasma that ro-
tates in space, matching the instantaneous m = +1 or m = −1 mode pattern.
These mode patterns refer to the rotation of the electric field with respect to
the direction of the DC magnetic field (B). The Right and Left designation
refers to the helicity of the antenna with respect to the direction of k.
The Right-antenna is defined such that it is formed by twisting the
near end of a straight Nagoya antenna clockwise (right) when looking at a
direction of increasing k. This is not to be confused with the twist of the
horizontal legs which is actually in the counterclockwise (left) direction when
the observer moves in the direction of positive k. Similary, the Left-antenna
is defined such that it is formed by making a left twist which results in the
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horizontal legs twisting in the clockwise (right) direction when the observer
moves in the direction of positive k.
Figure 5.1: Theoretically, the Left-twist antenna preferentially launches a left-
hand circularly polarized wave (m = -1) parallel to the applied magnetic field
and right-hand circularly polarized wave (m = +1) anti-parallel to the applied
field regardless of the direction of B.
Assuming B and k are in the same direction, because of the helicity,
the Right-antenna would couple to an m = +1 mode propagating toward +k
and an m = −1 mode propagating toward −k. If we now flip B such that it is
now pointing in the −k direction, then the m = +1 mode propagates toward
−k and the m = −1 mode propagates toward +k. The Left-antenna would
do just the opposite. That is, assuming B and k are in the same direction, it
would couple to an m = +1 mode propagating toward −k and an m = −1
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mode propagating toward +k.
So for our case, we used the Left-helical antenna which from the discus-
sion above should be launching an m = -1 wave in the direction of the external
B field and m = +1 in a direction opposite to B. Fig. 5.1 shows the direction
each wave is expected to propagate.
The first set of data is actually pictorial and qualitative in nature,
although it very dramatically points out a unique observation of helicons which
has been seen in other experiments [31] but could not be explained in terms
of any known theory. Fig. 5.2 shows a side-by-side comparison of the helicon
discharge with the only variable changed being the direction of the external
magnetic field either with north pointing upstream (toward the gas inlet) or
downstream (toward the vacuum pumps) as indicated on the figure. The top
picture shows the wave beginning in the antenna region and propagating left
until it hits the front of the chamber. Notice that in window 1, the plasma
is purple and the blue core is not present, indicating a wave propagating to
the left. The bottom photo is exactly the same configuration except that the
external magnetic field direction has been switched. Again, the wave starts in
the antenna region but this time has room to propagate to the right until it hits
the other end of the chamber. Now the blue core is clearly seen in window 1 as
well as window 2 (window 3 was not captured in this camera angle). As you
can see from the figure, there is very clear evidence of asymmetry suggesting
a traveling (m = +1) wave anti-parallel to the applied DC magnetic field. As
pointed out earlier, in principle Left-helical antennas are supposed to launch
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both an m = +1 and an m = −1 wave in opposite directions. As shown by the
figure, indeed only the m = +1 wave is launched in our machine. This result,
however, when put in the context of the RLH wave, is not at all surprising.
Figure 5.2: Top photos show only the m = +1 wave is launched in agreement
with prediction of RLH theory. For the graphs, blue lines are for B downstream
and red lines are for B upstream case. Left graph is density and right graph
is electron temperature. Shaded box represents the antenna region.
A Langmuir probe was used to give a quantitative description of each
discharge. The axial density profile shows that the density does in fact follow
the characteristic of the blue core. In the case where the external magnetic
field points in the downstream direction, the wave is propagating to the left
of the antenna (m = +1) and the density peaks in that small area with the
density dropping significantly on the opposite side of the antenna. Conversely,
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when the direction of the external magnetic field is now reversed and is directed
upstream, the wave is launched downstream with the density peak again oc-
curring in that direction. The peak however, is not as high because the axial
placement of the antenna is not symmetric in our experiment. In this up-
stream configuration, the wave has the entire chamber in which to propagate,
so although the density does not have as a high a peak as the other case, it
maintains a larger magnitude for a greater distance. The other case only has
15 cm to propagate and so achieves a higher peak density.
One can also infer, qualitatively, that the power absorption occurs on
a scale smaller than the dimension of the chamber. In the case where the
wave is launched upstream, it could conceivably reflect from the boundary
and continue moving downstream. However, the density profile suggests that
most of the power is absorbed in a very short spatial length. Similarly, when
the wave is launched downstream, most of the power is absorbed in the region
of the central blue core whose intensity is much less by the second window and
almost no core is visible by the third window.
The electron temperature is shown in the figure on the graph on the
right which also show peaks that correspond to the density. The largest dif-
ference is to the left of the antenna where the temperature difference between
the two cases is almost 2 eV. The case where the blue core is to the left of
the antenna shows an electron temperature of almost 4.5 eV whereas in the
same region, the opposite case shows a temperature of 2.5 eV. In fact in this
case, the density is so low that we were not able to calculate a temperature at
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the z = 0 location. At this point, the I/V curve measured by the Langmuir
probe was so “flat” that conventional analysis techniques could not be applied.
The curve fit to an exponential (Maxwellian distribution assumption) was not
possible.
From reference [10], Breizman and Arefiev discuss that the coupling is
particularly strong for the |m| = 1 mode and that these modes are asymmetric
with respect to the change of sign of m or B. The mode frequency doesn’t
change when signs of both m and B change simultaneously. One sees the
relation through the following equation.
ω = 2
m
|m|
ωcek
2
zc
2
ω2pe(n+)− ω2pe(n−)
(5.1)
Let’s rewrite this equation and explicitly point out the B dependence
by substituting, ωce = eB/me, where m is the azimuthal mode number and
me is the electron mass.
ω = 2
m
|m|
eBk2zc
2
me[ω2pe(n+)− ω2pe(n−)]
(5.2)
We see that if B is positive, when we substitute m = −1 we get a
negative frequency which has no physical meaning so only the m = +1 case
will work. Similarly, when we flip the magnetic field such that now B is
negative, we also simultaneously flip the sign of m because we always refer
to m = −1 (left hand circularly polarized) or m = +1 (right hand circularly
polarized) with respect to the external magnetic field. In this equation, m is
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always relative to the B, so no matter how you flip the B, you will always
launch an m = +1 wave relative to that B. We see the same preference for
the m = +1 mode excitation that others have observed but the difference is
we attribute it to the RLH mode.
5.2 Radial Density Gradient
Further evidence for the RLH theory is shown in the measured den-
sity data in the radial direction. The current whistler dispersion relation uses
theory based on a uniform plasma assumption [8]. It is in fact this density
gradient which is the hallmark of the RLH theory. Others have also seen
evidence of experimental radial density gradients [34] and these have been de-
scribed in theory by various researchers [17, 46]. Fig. 5.3 shows a representative
radial profile under the helicon antenna for both upstream and downstream
DC magnetic field conditions.
It is in fact this radial density gradient in an axisymmetric cylindrical
plasma column which creates a potential well for non-axisymmetric helicon
modes which allows for the RLH waves. The Eφ component of the electric field
along with the applied magnetic field causes an E × B drift of the electrons in
the radial direction. This charge separation would tend to create an electric
field in the radial direction thus creating a radial current. However, this radial
Hall current must be accompanied by a strong axial current (parallel to the
applied magnetic field) to keep the divergence of the total plasma current
equal to zero (div j = 0) and prevent charge separation. One can see how
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this goes counter to the uniform density assumption of conventional theory as
the charge separation would occur not in the center of the plasma, as is the
case with a radial density gradient, but at the outer edge with the current
occurring at the plasma surface.
Calculations of the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for Fig. 5.3
give the following results: a) 3.13× 10−2 m and b) 2.37× 10−2 m. For the up-
stream case, a Gaussian fit was performed on the data and for the downstream
case, a fourth-degree polynomial was used.
When one speaks of the “potential well” of the RLH mode, this poten-
tial well comes about as a result of the derivation which begins with the radial
density gradient and ends with Eq. 5.3 derived in [1].
∂2E
∂s2
+ [(−m2)− U(s)]E = 0 (5.3)
where E is a function of the electric field, m is the azimuthal wavenumber,
and U(s) is a complex function which depends on the radial density gradient
and the driving frequency ω.
We can compare this equation to the time-independent Shro¨edinger
equation of the form,
−~2
2m
Ψ′′ + [−ε+ V ]Ψ = 0 (5.4)
We see that we can make a one-to-one correspondence between the wavefunc-
tion (Ψ) and the field structure (E), the energy level (ε) and the azimuthal
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wavenumber (m), and the potential (V ) and the RLH “potential well” (U(s)).
One can make an analogy of these radial modes with that of quantum
mechanics. In quantum mechanics, one calculates the eigenmodes (wave func-
tions) for a given potential to predict an energy level. In RLH, one calculates
the radial eigenmodes (wave functions) for a given “potential well” (U(s)),
where its profile is determined by the radial density gradient and its depth is
determined by the driver frequency ω, and for a given “energy level” given by
the azimuthal wavenumber (m). Note also that the eigenmodes are discrete,
not continuous.
5.3 Power Absorption
The RLH wave produces strong currents along the confining magnetic
field lines (much stronger than a similar amplitude whistler wave in a uniform
plasma). The RLH wave causes an enhanced resistive heating which is able to
explain the strong power deposition and the distribution of this power over the
plasma volume. It is crucial to be able to compare our data with a numerical
model since there is no easy or very accurate experimental way to illustrate the
distribution of the absorbed power. Therefore, the technique we implemented
was to use the full 2-D density profile collected by the Langmuir probe as in-
put into a computer model developed by G. Chen [19] to determine the power
absorbed. The model provides a numerical solution to Maxwell’s equations. It
uses an axisymmetric cold plasma approximation and a finite difference (Yee)
scheme. The Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc)
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is used to solve the linear system of differential equations. The model begins
with an initial density profile fed into an electromagnetic wave solver that cal-
culates power deposition from Maxwell’s equations. This is the only portion
of the code used to create the contour plot of power absorption. The results
from the wave solver are then fed into a power balance solver which yields an
electron temperature from the electron heat transfer equation. This electron
temperature is then used as an input into the particle balance solver which
updates the plasma density from a particle simulation using the Direct Simula-
tion Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. The particle simulation takes into account
ion kinetics resulting from the external magnetic field, ambipolar electric field,
and ion-neutral collisions. The updated density is fed back into the electro-
magnetic wave solver and this loop continues until a self-consistent solution is
reached. Working in conjunction with G. Chen, we made sure the model took
into account the exact geometry of the chamber, coils, and antenna, boundary
conditions, antenna current, pressure, gas flow, and magnetic fields of our ex-
periment. The description above is for the complete self-consistent modeling
which results in its own steady-state density. However, when making com-
parisons with experiment, we use only the Maxwell equation solver portion
of this model and use only the measured density profile as input. The input
parameters used to calculate the electron collision frequency are the plasma
density, electron temperature, and neutral gas density. Increasing the electron
collision frequency by a factor of eight is explained in the next section.
Other researchers have tried to account for the very efficient power
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Figure 5.4: Numerical modeling of power absorption using experimental den-
sity profile as input. Most of the power is absorbed in the bulk plasma, specif-
ically in region of largest radial density gradient which is consistent with RLH
theory. B0 points downstream with 8x increase in electron collision frequency.
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absorption with various explanations being put forth but which have not sat-
isfactorily agreed with observed experimental results. One explanation is that
Trivelpiece-Gould (TG) modes are excited, but this can’t account for the power
absorbed either in total amount or in the location of where it is deposited, that
is, mainly on the surface. But Fig. 5.4 shows power is absorbed in the bulk
plasma particularly in the region of the greatest radial density gradient, ra-
dially for 5 < r < 15 mm and axially for z < 0.2 m. The heating at the
plasma edge around z = 0.2 m is attributed to the excitation of electrostatic
TG waves. The collisional power dissipation in the RLH mode is associated
with the axial component of the electron current. As previously explained, this
current is greatly enhanced in the region with the strong radial nonuniformity.
This comes about because the nonaxisymmetric m = 1 mode produces a Hall
current that has a radial component. So in this region with a radial density
gradient, the radial Hall current must then give rise to a strong longitudinal
current. The reason for this is to keep the divergence of the total plasma
current equal to zero and prevent charge separation. It is this enhanced ax-
ial current that accounts for the power absorption in the bulk plasma in the
region where the strongest nonuniformity occurs.
5.4 Electromagnetic Wave Structure
So far we have seen signs consistent with the RLH theory, but to really
identify the eigenmode, we need to look closely at the wave structure of the
fields in the plasma. Experimentally, the easier field to measure is the changing
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magnetic field with the B-dot probe. Other researchers have also studied the
axial magnetic wave field structure [32] which they claim show reasonable
agreement with the whistler dispersion by using an assumption that two waves
(each with a different kz) will add up to produce a standing wave pattern.
Bt = B1 sin
(∫ z
z0
k1(z
′)dz′ + ωt
)
+B2 sin
(∫ z
z0
k2(z
′)dz′ + ωt
)
(5.5)
The wavelength of the resulting standing wave pattern is then compared with
the maximum and minimum of the amplitude of the magnetic field and a
local application of the dispersion relation. Other researchers [49] have used
a spatial Fourier decomposition to identify the eigenmodes in a large plasma
device. We have used a combination of both techniques. Figure 5.5, shows the
amplitude and phase of the axial magnetic field for the two conditions where
the static magnetic field is pointing upstream and downstream.
The figure clearly shows the wave beginning under the antenna (shaded
region) and propagating in the direction of the blue core. In the case where the
magnetic field points upstream, there is an apparent standing wave pattern
which exhibits a decaying amplitude and nonzero minima. The amplitude
decreases by a factor of two in a short span of 10 cm. The phase measurement
of both cases seem to indicate a traveling wave consistent with their respective
directions of propagation. We believe this could be the sum of two complex
waves which are decaying and are close in wavelength but whose wavelengths
also have a spatial dependence and change in response to the density profile.
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One method we used to determine which mode this was is to calculate
the wavenumber κ at each point where we measured the density on axis. This
was where the density was at its peak and this gave us an upper limit on κ.
Since both dispersion relations depend only on the driving frequency, exter-
nal magnetic field, and density, we rewrote the equations explicitly to show
the dependence on these experimentally measured quantities. The whistler
dispersion reduces to
1
κW
= λW =
1
ne
B4pi2
reµ02pif
(5.6)
and the RLH dispersion becomes,
1
κRLH
= λRLH =
√
1
ne
B2pi
eµ0f
(5.7)
Fig. 5.6 shows two lines for each dispersion. The upper line uses the
peak density to give an upper limit on κ and the lower line uses the “half-
maximum” value of density as an average value to give us a lower limit. We
see a large separation between the two regions which indicates that there is
little chance of confusing which dispersion is being used. A word of caution is
in order when interpreting the figures. Although the figures are trying to show
a local application of the dispersion relation, one really needs to ask what is
meant by the wavenumber kz that is determined when this method is used. As
we will see later in the Fourier decomposition, the wavelength is actually quite
long so trying to interpret a local kz may not make much sense as there are
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not enough periods of the wave to come up with a meaningful wavenumber.
However, if one takes, as an approximation, the peak density to determine a
global wavenumber, one can still gain useful information by seeing that the
wavenumber is in better agreement with the RLH dispersion than the whistler
dispersion.
Figure 5.6: Density profile and wavenumber from local RLH dispersion relation
(left). Range of wavenumbers for RLH and whistler dispersion (right). Static
magnetic field pointing upstream.
We see in the upstream case that the RLH dispersion predicts values
for κ between 7 ≤ κ ≤ 10 m−1 as the wave propagates to the right while the
whistler dispersion results in a range of 1.5 ≤ κ ≤ 3.2 m−1. We then take the
measured RF magnetic field profile and perform a spatial Fourier decompo-
sition to go from the spatial z domain to the Fourier domain in wavenumber
κ-space. This is analogous to the usual application of the Fourier transform
in going from the temporal t domain to the frequency domain. The discrete
fourier transform used is,
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X(k) =
N−1∑
n=0
x(n)e−j(
2pikn
N
) (5.8)
where the X(k) is the Fourier transform of the actual measured signal x(n)
with N discrete samples.
Figure 5.7 shows the results of this transform for the magnetic field
pointing upstream. We see a wide peak close to κ = +8. The positive
wavenumbers are consistent with a wave propagating in the downstream direc-
tion opposite to the static magnetic field. This result falls within the bounds
of the upper and lower limit of κ consistent with the RLH dispersion and
significantly outside the upper limit of the whistler dispersion. The waves
propagating to the left are consistent in magnitude (5 ≤ κ ≤ 7 m−1) and
consistent in the negative sign of the Fourier transform as that wave is prop-
agating to the left. The peak around κ = 0 indicates long wavelengths and
is caused by RF noise in the measurement. Another indication that this is
spurious noise comes from the simulation. The model accounts for most of the
1 kW power being put into the plasma. A peak of the magnitude seen at κ =
0 would require even more power which is not consistent with the limit that
the generator is capable of producing.
A similar analysis is performed on the downstream case and Figure 5.8
shows the results of applying a local dispersion relation with the wavenumber
for κ between 9 ≤ κ ≤ 12 m−1 as the wave propagates to the left while the
whistler dispersion results in a range of 2 ≤ κ ≤ 5 m−1.
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Figure 5.7: Spatial Fourier decomposition of time-varying magnetic field.
Figure 5.8: Density profile and wavenumber from local RLH dispersion relation
(left). Range of wavenumbers for RLH and whistler dispersion (right). Static
magnetic field pointing downstream.
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Again, a spatial Fourier decomposition is performed with the results
shown in Figure 5.9. This time we see a wide peak with a magnitude around
κ = −9. The negative wavenumber indicates a wave propagating to the left.
This value for the magnitude of κ falls within the limits which are consistent
with the RLH dispersion and again well outside the limits of the whistler
dispersion. The clear asymmetry in the Fourier decomposition with positive
and negative values for κ once again agree with the direction of the m = +1
traveling wave.
Figure 5.9: Spatial Fourier decomposition of time-varying magnetic field.
As a final exercise, the experimentally measured density profile of the
case where the DC magnetic field is pointing downstream is used as input into
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the computer model. The results shown in Fig. 5.10 suggests good agreement
between the relative shape of the amplitude of the waveforms but not a good
agreement in the magnitude. The experimental amplitude is smaller by a
factor of about two. However, I believe some insight can be gained by looking
at the Fourier decomposition. It shows that the simulation and experiment
agree with respect to the primary peak at κ = −9, corresponding to the left
traveling wave, but their amplitudes are different by a significant factor. There
is also another inconsistency with the simulation. Namely, there is a slightly
smaller peak at κ = +9 suggesting a wave traveling to the right. This can
be interpreted as a reflection off the boundary by the left traveling wave. But
these discrepancies may be resolved by a free parameter in the model, namely
the electron collision frequency.
Fig. 5.11 is the result of varying the electron collision frequency param-
eter in the simulation. It clearly shows that when the collision frequency is
increased from a factor of 1, to 2, to 4, and finally to 8, the damping of the
wave increases. The multiplication factor is applied directly to the electron
collision frequency νe which uses the plasma density, electron temperature, and
neutral gas density as inputs. This collision frequency is actually composed of
both the electron-ion (νei) and electron-neutral (νen) collision frequencies.
νe = νei + νen (5.9)
where for lnΛ = 12,
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νei = 2.91× 10−12nT−3/2e ln Λ (5.10)
νen = ng〈σmv〉 (5.11)
For the parameters in this experiment, νei  νen. This larger damping acts to
resolve the discrepancies in two ways. Note that there is a factor of 2pi differ-
ence in the wavenumbers because the plots for the simulations were done with
k = 2piκ. Therefore, the left peak in the experiment at κ = −9 corresponds
to k = −56 in the plot of Fig. 5.11.
Figure 5.11: Sensitivity study of effects to simulation from changes to collision
frequency.
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Looking at Fig. 5.12, we see that when the collision frequency parameter
is increased by a factor of 8, the simulated waveform begins to resemble the
experimental waveform. First, the left traveling wave is damped and so takes
care of the factor of two greater amplitude when compared to the experiment at
κ = −9. Second, since the left traveling wave begins at a smaller amplitude and
now the damping is larger, the reflected wave which then travels to the right
is greatly attenuated and as a result, the peak at κ = +9 is severely reduced
in amplitude giving rise to the asymmetry in the Fourier decomposition which
is consistent with the experiment.
Figure 5.12: Comparison of Fourier decomposition between simulation and
experiment after changing the collision frequency by a factor of 8.
Performing an inverse Fourier transform allows us to take the new wave-
form of the simulation for the new collision frequency case and transform back
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into an amplitude and phase plot in the real axial (z) domain. Fig. 5.13 now
shows that the new amplitude and phase plots more closely resemble the ex-
perimental data. Note that to the right of the antenna region (shaded box),
the experiment and simulation do not agree even after the increased collision
frequency. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the amplitude
of the signal in the experiment becomes very small to the right of the antenna,
therefore the phase change goes to zero because the phase difference is diffi-
cult to determine due to the fact that the zero-crossing becomes difficult to
distinguish.
One way to possibly resolve the increased collision frequency is to in-
troduce a Landau damping (νL) term into the electron collision frequency.
νe = νei + νen + νL (5.12)
Currently most of the damping is occurring where the density is greatest, at
the region of the blue core. Landau damping is a bulk effect which ”fills in”
the region outside of the blue core. This solution may add to the required
factor of eight in the collision frequency while at the same time not signifi-
cantly increasing the radiation losses. The result could be that the damping
increases which makes the magnetic field profiles similar yet at the same time,
maintaining the power balance. Although this proposed damping mechanism
needs to studied in greater depth, we can already see the value of having the
experimental data guiding the simulation which is leading to further insight
into the physics of the helicon plasma discharge.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
As the previous chapters have shown, the experimental data is con-
sistent with characteristics of the RLH rather than the conventional whistler
theory in an axisymmetric cylindrical plasma column, namely:
1. Whistlers are known to propagate with only right-hand circular polar-
ization (m = +1) in free space. But when bounded by a cylinder, the
wave develops a large electrostatic component which allows it to have, in
principle, either a right (m = +1) or left (m = -1) circular polarization.
The RLH theory, on the other hand, predicts the excitation of only the
m = +1 polarization. The data very dramatically illustrates this unique
characteristic. The data showed a side-by-side comparison of the heli-
con discharge with the only variable changed being the direction of the
external magnetic field either with north pointing upstream (toward the
gas inlet) or downstream (toward the vacuum pumps). In both cases,
only the m = +1 mode is excited.
2. Whistler wave theory begins with an assumption of a uniform plasma,
whereas RLH theory requires a radial density gradient. Langmuir probe
measurements suggest radial density profiles with significant gradients.
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Measured radial profiles, in front of, under, and behind the helicon an-
tenna show very pronounced density gradients.
3. Wave damping cannot account for the power absorbed in the bulk plasma.
Trivelpiece-Gould modes at the surface have been suggested as a power
absorption mechanism; however, they cannot account for the absorption
at the plasma center. Data showed that the RLH theory can account
for the power and consequently demonstrates that the bulk of the power
is absorbed in the center of the plasma where the density gradient is
strongest. Although direct experimental measurements of the power ab-
sorption distribution are difficult to measure, the actual experimental
data was used as input to a computer model which then showed a graph
of the calculated power absorption. The location and amount of power
absorbed were consistent with RLH theory.
4. Fourier decomposition of the time-varying magnetic field confirms wavenum-
bers that are in agreement with calculations applying the RLH dispersion
to the measured density. The local wavenumber was calculated using the
experimental density measurements using both the whistler and RLH
dispersion relations. For each one, an upper limit was determined by
using the maximum value of the density. A lower limit was calculated
by using an average value of the density. Results show that the regime of
the whistler and RLH dispersion are completely separate and clearly dis-
tinguishable from each other. An analysis of the measured time-varying
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magnetic field was performed using a Fourier decomposition of the signal
in the space domain instead of the time domain. The wavenumber value
determined using the Fourier technique is in good agreement with the
wavenumber value determined using the dispersion relation.
Although many of these individual measurements have been seen pre-
viously by other researchers, they have been attributed to other mechanisms,
or in the case of launching only an m = +1 wave is left as an unanswered
mystery [31]. The novelty of this research is to take these measurements not
individually, but as a group and show that collectively, they can be interpreted
within the context of RLH theory.
The collaboration, shown pictorially in Fig. 6.1, shows the four main
points above as being confirmed independently by the experiment (yellow cir-
cle), theory (red circle), and simulation (blue circle) to be consistent with
RLH theory. Any one of the three alone could not paint an entirely complete
picture of the helicon discharge but with the real-world data from this exper-
iment, computer simulation, and theoretical analysis together, we are able to
make strides in putting together a more complete picture of the RLH wave’s
role in helicon discharges. With the key characteristics validating the model,
we are able to gain more insight from the comparison between results from the
simulation and the model.
This research allows us to “calibrate” the model and learn further un-
derlying physics by being able to guide the adjustment of parameters within the
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Figure 6.1: Experimental data, computer simulation, and theory together con-
firm key features of the helicon discharge which are consistent with the RLH
wave theory. With this agreement, experiment and simulation are able to give
further insights into the plasma behavior.
model. Without the baseline experimental measurement with which to guide
the changes in simulation parameters, it would be difficult to gain insights
into the helicon discharge from a purely analytical or numerical analysis. One
key result is that the experiment guided both simulation and theory to look
more closely at the collision frequency as a key parameter to understanding
the damping mechanisms in the plasma. The experiment imposed real-world
limitations which caused us to look more closely at other mechanisms as a
means to balance radiative losses, power input, and neutral gas density. One
such mechanism being actively pursued is Landau damping.
For follow-on research, other conditions and configurations need to be
tested such as; measuring radial and azimuthal profiles of the magnetic field
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and comparing with predictions of theory and modeling; installing different
lengths of helical antennas to determine the effects on the wavenumber and
compare it to predictions of the dispersion relation; and performing all the pre-
viously mentioned measurements but with a Nagoya Type-III antenna without
the helical twist and again comparing to predictions of theory and modeling.
Finally, the main question that needs to be answered is what is the mechanism
to account for the increased collision frequency?
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Appendix A
Basic Electric Propulsion Concepts
A.1 Power, Thrust, and Specific Impulse
It is instructive to give a motivation of why the pursuit of electric
propulsion is so important when talking of creating better, more efficient en-
gines for spacecrafts. The all important factor when talking about rockets is
the weight of fuel. A rocket has to take along its fuel with it and this fuel
usually weighs a lot. For every bit of weight taken up by fuel, it is that much
more weight that can’t be used for the actual payload such as the satellite
itself, or even astronauts.
A rocket derives its propulsion by ejecting propellant out the back which
then creates an equal and opposite force propelling the rocket forward. This
derivation all begins with the conservation of momentum equation. The mo-
mentum (p) of the mass of the rocket plus remaining fuel (M) moving with
a velocity (V ) is equal to the momentum of the mass of the propellant being
burned (m) times the velocity at which it is leaving the nozzle of the spacecraft,
also known as the exhaust velocity (ve).
p =MV = mve (A.1)
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This is all changing as a function of time of course.
d
dt
(p =MV = mve) (A.2)
Force is defined as change in momentum (p˙). Also, on the left side,
the velocity of the spacecraft changes with time (V˙ ) and on the right side,
the amount of propellant being used is changing (in other words, there is a
certain rate of mass flow, m˙). We assume the exhaust velocity of the burned
propellant (ve) is constant.
F =
dp
dt
=M
dV
dt
=
dm
dt
ve (A.3)
F = p˙ =MV˙ = m˙ve (A.4)
The force (F ) created by the mass of propellant being ejected at the
exhaust velocity is also known as thrust (T ). This leads to the following
equation for thrust.
F = T = m˙ve (A.5)
As can be seen immediately from this equation, there are only two
ways to increase the thrust of a rocket. The first way, is to increase the rate at
which the propellant is being used (m˙). The problem with this, however, as
was previously stated is that this requires a tremendous amount of fuel that
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needs to be used, fuel which needs to be carried by the rocket itself. This
is currently how chemical rockets such as the Delta or Ariane do it. This
certainly gives them the amount of thrust they need in order to escape the
earth’s surface and reach space but these rockets typically spend a full 90% of
their total weight on propellant alone, with another 9% on the rocket structure,
leaving a mere 1% of the weight for useful payload.
The second way to get the same thrust is to increase the velocity (ve)
of the ejected propellant instead of merely using more fuel. Chemical rockets
are limited in how high of an exhaust velocity they can achieve because the
total energy available is just what is stored in the chemical bonds of the fuel.
Electric propulsion however gets around this by being able to add energy by
an external electrical power source. Because velocity of a particle is the same
as the temperature of the particle, high velocity means high temperature and
at the temperatures required, any fuel used as a propellant will necessarily
mean that it will be turned into plasma. As an aside, people often don’t speak
of a high exhaust velocity system, but instead speak of a high specific impulse
system. These are two exactly equivalent ways of saying the same thing.
A measure of efficiency often used when speaking of rockets is the spe-
cific impulse (Isp). This can be thought of as similar to a “miles-per-gallon”
figure of merit for a car. The following equation which is the definition of
specific impulse gives more insight into the different terms involved.
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Isp =
T
dm
dt
g
(A.6)
The (dm× g) term is just the weight of the propellant on earth where
g is acceleration due to gravity (9.81m
s2
) and T is the thrust. So this specific
impulse can be thought of as the “amount of thrust that a unit weight of
propellant can deliver per unit time”. But working out the units shows that
Isp is actually measured in seconds since thrust is in units of Newtons and
mass is in kilograms and time is in seconds.
Isp =
N
kg
s
m
s2
=
kgm
s2
kg
s
m
s2
= seconds (A.7)
So an equivalent way of thinking of Isp is that “a unit weight of propel-
lant can produce a unit thrust for t seconds”. This is a more consistent way
of thinking of Isp with the way it is normally quoted in units of seconds.
Now plugging in Eq. A.5 into Eq. A.6 and rewriting the mass flow rate
as m˙, we get,
Isp =
m˙ve
m˙g
(A.8)
Further simplifying, we get the following equation which relates specific
impulse very simply to exhaust velocity. So we see that speaking of a high
exhaust velocity is really speaking about a high specific impulse system.
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Isp =
ve
g
(A.9)
Now plugging in Eq. A.9 into Eq. A.5, we get the following equation
relating thrust and specific impulse directly.
T = m˙Ispg (A.10)
But don’t let this equation fool you into thinking that thrust and spe-
cific impulse are directly proportional, in fact they are inversely proportional.
The equation linking these two items is the available power. Most propulsion
systems only have a constant, specific amount of power available, in other
words, they are power limited.
Let us begin by looking at the amount of energy available which is all
purely contained in the kinetic energy (E) of the expelled propellant where
m is the propellant mass being ejected and the exhaust velocity is as it was
before.
E =
1
2
mv2e (A.11)
Power (P ) is defined as energy per unit time, so even if we have 100%
efficiency and all available power is converted to kinetic energy, we can only
have as much as
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P =
E
t
=
1
2
m
t
v2e =
1
2
m˙v2e (A.12)
Let us now manipulate this equation some more to explicitly point out
the relationship between power, thrust, and specific impulse.
P =
1
2
m˙v2e =
1
2
(m˙ve)ve (A.13)
Recalling Eq. A.5 we can re-form this as,
P =
1
2
Tve (A.14)
Now taking Eq. A.9 and substituting for ve in the equation above, we
get the relation between power, thrust, and specific impulse.
P =
1
2
TIspg (A.15)
This equation shows us the inversely proportional nature of thrust and
specific impulse. Namely, if we have a constant amount of power available to
work with, then we have to trade off thrust for specific impulse or vice versa.
It is worth noting from Eq. A.10 that thrust has specific impulse in its
definition, such that, if we take that equation and substitute into Eq. A.15 we
get the following.
P =
1
2
m˙I2spg
2 (A.16)
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So when we say that we are trading off “thrust” for specific impulse,
we are really trading off “mass flow” for specific impulse where we are really
meaning mass flow for thrust.
Most fuel optimization problems then come down to getting the most
amount of thrust possible by increasing the mass flow in the equation below.
T = m˙ve (A.17)
The reason we don’t increase ve in the equation above is because we
only get a linear increase in thrust by doing that, whereas we are using up
power much faster at the rate of the square of ve from the power equation we
just derived.
P =
1
2
m˙v2e (A.18)
It is Eq. A.17 and Eq. A.18 which shows the reasoning behind the
need to run a constant power propulsion system either in the “high thrust/low
specific impulse” regime or in the “low thrust/high specific impulse” regime.
A.2 Delta-V
All this talk of thrust is of course because we need to increase the ve-
locity of a rocket to the point where it can break free of the earth’s atmosphere
or to change orbits once in space. A quick review of orbital mechanics will be
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presented. The force of attraction between two objects like Earth with a large
mass (Me) and a satellite with mass (M) is given by,
F =
GMeM
R2
=
µM
R2
(A.19)
where G is the gravitational constant (6.6742× 10−11 m3
kg·s2 ) and Me is
5.9742× 1024kg. In fact, the product GMe is also known as µ and has a
value of 3.986× 1014m3
s2
.
In order for a satellite to remain in a circular orbit, this force F must be
the centripetal force and we know that the equation for an object in constant
circular motion is
F = ma =M
V 2
R
(A.20)
Equating these two equations, we get
F =
µM
R2
=M
V 2
R
(A.21)
Finally, we get that for a satellite to remain in a circular orbit of radius
R, it needs to be going at a velocity of
V =
√
µ
R
(A.22)
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Immediately, we see that a satellite in an initial orbit Ri will need to
be going at a velocity Vi and to go to a final orbit at radius Rf it needs to be
going at a new velocity Vf . This shows us that we need to impart a change in
velocity called “Delta-V” in order to change orbits.
∆V = Vf − Vi (A.23)
We now have all the pieces needed to answer the very basic question
often posed for spacecraft propulsion systems. Given a specific thruster with
known specific impulse (or equivalently ve) and known amount of power (P ),
how long will it take (∆t) to impart a change in velocity( ∆V ) to a spacecraft of
mass (M)? We first start again with the conservation of momentum equation.
MV˙ = m˙ve (A.24)
M
∆V
∆t
= m˙ve (A.25)
M∆V
m˙ve
= ∆t (A.26)
Now recall Eq. A.13 and substitute for m˙ve in the equation above and
get the following final equation in terms of exhaust velocity and power.
Mve∆V
2P
= ∆t (A.27)
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Or similarly, in terms of specific impulse and power.
MgIsp∆V
2P
= ∆t (A.28)
Finally, in terms of thrust.
M∆V
T
= ∆t (A.29)
Now we can tell how long the thruster has to fire in order to impart the
needed Delta-V to change its orbit. The mass M is in kg, the specific impulse
Isp is in seconds, ∆V is in
m
s
, power P is in Watts, and ∆t is in seconds.
A.3 Rocket Equation
Now that we have the basic concepts of Delta-V, exhaust velocity, and
specific impulse, we are finally ready to derive the “Rocket Equation”. This
very famous equation basically states that for a given exhaust velocity (or
specific impulse), the required Delta-V is just a function of the initial and final
mass of the rocket. As before, we begin the derivation from the conservation
of momentum equation.
M
dV
dt
=
dm
dt
ve (A.30)
Since the rocket carries all its fuel with it, the amount of propellant
being burned dm is exactly equal to how much the weight of the rocket is
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changing dM .
dm = dM (A.31)
If we now take this and substitute into Eq. A.30 we will get the following
equation.
M
dV
dt
=
dM
dt
ve (A.32)
MdV = dMve (A.33)
∫ Vf
Vi
dV =
∫ mf
mi
dM
M
ve (A.34)
Vf − Vi = ve
∫ mf
mi
dM
M
(A.35)
The integral reduces to simply the natural logarithm of the ratio between the
initial and final masses. We finally get the rocket equation in its most common
form.
∆V = ve ln
mi
mf
(A.36)
Typically, mission planners will want to know what fraction of the total
rocket mass needs to be propellant in order to get the required Delta-V, given
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the exhaust velocity. Eq. A.36 is then manipulated to get what is known as
the “mass fraction”. We begin by taking the exponential of both sides to get
rid of the natural logarithm.
e
∆V
ve = e
ln
mi
mf (A.37)
e
∆V
ve =
mi
mf
(A.38)
mf
mi
= e
−∆V
ve (A.39)
Now if we notice that the final mass of the rocket is just equal to its
initial mass minus the mass of the propellant spent (mp), then we have
mf = mi −mp (A.40)
Now if we take this and put it back into Eq. A.39 we get,
mi −mp
mi
= e
−∆V
ve (A.41)
1− mp
mi
= e
−∆V
ve (A.42)
Finally, we get the mass fraction or equivalently, how much of the original
weight of rocket has to be propellant.
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mp
mi
= 1− e−∆Vve (A.43)
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Appendix B
Comparison of VASIMR vs. Hall Effect
Thrusters
The Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VASIMR) en-
gine is a propulsion system with one application: propulsion for manned mis-
sions to Mars. In this context, it is often compared to existing chemical rockets
capable of doing the same mission. VASIMR, however, is not often compared
to other electric propulsion systems as the mission of these other systems is
not often for interplanetary travel but instead their mission is for near-Earth,
station-keeping. As part of my research project during one of my in-residence
stays at the University of Toulouse, I compared the VASIMR to existing elec-
tric propulsion systems in this station-keeping role.
This section of the Appendix will compare a prototype of the VASIMR,
which is to be installed on the International Space Station (ISS), with that of
two Busek Hall Thrusters (HT) of different power ratings. The hypothetical
mission is that of maintaining the 400 km altitude of the ISS as it slowly
degrades due to atmospheric drag. Some parameters that will be considered
are: power used, amount of burn time per day, mass of propellant used, and
launch costs for getting the necessary propellant to Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
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B.1 ISS Station-keeping Mission
We first need to define a common mission for which these two systems
will be compared. The mission we have chosen is station-keeping of the ISS.
We will be making simplifying assumptions in order not to get bogged down in
the details of the orbital mechanics. Fig. B.1 below shows the actual recorded
altitudes of the ISS over a six-year period [50].
Figure B.1: Actual altitude of ISS as a function of time
From this figure, we look at the first year and note that it drops around
80 km. We will use this drop rate of 80 km/365 days to give us an idea of
how much drop in altitude we need to compensate for each day. We make the
further assumption that we want to maintain an altitude of 400 km and that
we will make daily thrust maneuvers to achieve this. As you can see, we are
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not accounting for “station-keeping” in the true sense of the word as we are
not accounting for North-South or East-West station-keeping per se. We are
only assuming that atmospheric drag results in an altitude drop of 0.219 km
day
and we need to impart a change in velocity (or Delta-V) needed to raise the
ISS from an initial altitude of 399.78 km to a final altitude of 400 km. By
using this actual altitude data, this should automatically take into account all
the various altitude loss mechanisms seen by the ISS.
We will calculate this Delta-V based simply on an assumption of a
circular orbit and some basic physics. We start with the force of attraction
between two objects like the Earth with a large mass (M) and a satellite with
a small mass (m) given by,
F =
GMm
R2
=
µm
R2
(B.1)
where G is the gravitational constant (6.6742× 10−11 m3
kgs2
) and M is
5.9742× 1024kg. In fact the product GM is equal to the standard
gravitational parameter (µ) and has a value of 3.986× 1014m3
s2
. Note that the
radius R includes the Earth’s radius added to the altitude of the satellite.
In order for a satellite to remain in a circular orbit, this force F must be
the centripetal force and we know that the equation for an object in constant
circular motion is
F = ma = m
V 2
R
(B.2)
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Equating these two equations, we get
F =
µm
R2
= m
V 2
R
(B.3)
Finally, we get that for a satellite to remain in a circular orbit of radius R, it
needs to be going at a velocity of
V =
√
µ
R
(B.4)
Immediately, we see that a satellite in an initial orbit Ri will need to
be going at an initial velocity Vi and to go to a final orbit at radius Rf it needs
to be going at a final velocity Vf . This shows us that we need to impart a
change in velocity called “Delta-V” in order to change orbits.
∆V = Vf − Vi (B.5)
Based on our initial assumptions, we need to impart a ∆V = 0.124m
s
per day.
B.2 VASIMR and Hall Thruster Specifications
The Hall thrusters to be used in this comparison are commercially
available thrusters from Busek [12]. These thrusters are the 1kW (BHT-HD-
1000) and 8kW (BHT-HD-8000) models with specifications given in Table B.1
and shown in Fig. B.2 as taken directly from the Busek website.
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SPECIFICATIONS BUSEK (1 kW) BUSEK (8kW)
Thrust (N) 0.055 0.512
Specific Impulse (sec) 1,870 2,020
Thruster Power (W) 503 5,072
Input Power (W) 940 8,000
Efficiency (%) 53.5 63.4
Mass flow rate (kg
s
) 3.00× 10−6 25.8× 10−6
Thruster mass (kg) 3.5 20.0
Table B.1: Specifications of the 1kW and 8kW Busek Hall Thrusters
Figure B.2: Commercially available Busek Hall thrusters
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Since VASIMR is still in the development stage, an actual VASIMR
thruster with actual specifications are not available. However, an initial pro-
totype of the VASIMR is planned to be installed on the ISS as a demonstra-
tor model. This prototype will be much larger than the Hall thrusters (see
Fig. B.3) and have a larger input power requirement of 25kW. Table B.2 shows
two modes of operation of this thruster with one being low thrust and high
specific impulse and the other being high thrust and low specific impulse [39].
SPECIFICATIONS Lo Thrust/Hi Isp Hi Thrust/Lo Isp
Thrust (N) 0.2 0.5
Specific Impulse (sec) 10,000 5,400
Thruster Power (W) 9,810 1,245
Input Power (W) 25,000 25,000
Efficiency (%) 39.2 53.0
Mass flow rate (kg
s
) 2.04× 10−6 9.44× 10−6
Table B.2: Specifications of the VASIMR Prototype
B.3 Results of the Comparison
Based on the requirement of ∆V = 0.124m
s
per day and the specifica-
tions of each thruster given in the tables, this section will focus on the results
found.
The following equations were used to calculate the length of time re-
quired for each thruster to achieve the required ∆V each day with the given
thruster specifications of specific impulse, thrust, power, and mass flow rate.
The definition of each of the terms in the following equations are: T for thrust,
m˙ for mass flow rate, ve for exhaust velocity, Isp for specific impulse, g is the
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Figure B.3: VASIMR Prototype with relative size compared to an astronaut
acceleration due to Earth’s gravity, and P is the thruster power (not to be
confused with the total available input power).
T = m˙ve (B.6)
Isp =
ve
g
(B.7)
T = m˙Ispg (B.8)
P =
1
2
TIspg (B.9)
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Finally, we have the equation to determine the amount of time that
each thruster needs to burn (∆t) written in two different ways depending on
if you want to calculate based on the power or thrust specifications given for
the thruster. The two equations are equivalent.
∆t =
gMIsp∆V
2P
(B.10)
∆t =
M∆V
T
(B.11)
Here we define ∆t as the amount of time needed for the thruster to
impart the required ∆V . All other variables are as defined before and the
mass, M = 183, 283kg, is that of the ISS where we have neglected the mass
of the thrusters since they are orders of magnitude smaller than this. Fuel
costs were estimated based on averages of how much it would cost to launch a
mass into LEO using “western” rockets such as the French Ariane 44L (A) and
American Delta 2 (D) and “eastern” rockets such as the Chinese Long March
2E (LM) and the Russian Soyuz (S). The average price for the “western”
rockets was $11,000 per kilo and $5,400 per kilo for the “eastern” rockets as
quoted in year 2000 dollars [25].
Table B.3 shows how long a single thruster of each type would be re-
quired to burn each day in order to impart a ∆V = 0.124m
s
per day on a
mass, M = 183, 283kg. Clearly we see that in the case of the Busek-1kW and
VASIMR-Low T thruster, a single thruster is not sufficient to do the job. The
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SPECIFICATIONS HT(1kW) HT(8kW) V(Lo T) V (Hi T)
Time of burn (hrs) 115.15 12.33 31.57 12.63
Time of burn (days) 4.80 0.51 1.32 0.53
Fuel used per year (kg) 453.92 418.11 84.62 156.61
Fuel launch cost/year (A/D) $4.99M $4.60M $0.93M $1.72M
Fuel launch cost/year (LM/S) $2.45M $2.26M $0.46M $0.85M
Table B.3: Results of comparison between thrusters
thrusters would need to burn 4.8 days and 1.32 days respectively, per day .
This is obviously not possible.
In order to show a more realistic comparison, I have further made a
constraint that the thrusters can only burn a maximum of half a day. I then
asked the question of how many thrusters it would take to accomplish this.
The results are shown in Table B.4.
SPECIFICATIONS HT(1kW) HT(8kW) V(Lo T) V (Hi T)
No. of thrusters required 10 1 2 1
Total thrust produced (N) 0.55 0.51 0.40 0.50
Total power input (W) 9,400 8,000 50,000 25,000
Time of burn per day (hrs) 11.48 12.33 15.78 12.63
Fuel used per year (kg) 452.50 418.04 84.62 156.63
Fuel launch cost/year (A/D) $4.98M $4.60M $0.93M $1.72M
Fuel launch cost/year (LM/S) $2.44M $2.26M $0.46M $0.85M
Table B.4: Number of thrusters required to keep max burn time to half a day
We see that in terms of operating costs, the low-thrust VASIMR is the
most cost effective in terms of amount of fuel burned and hence the lowest
launch cost for fuel delivery. Its major drawback however is that it requires
two of these units to be installed with a total power draw of 50 kW. The most
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expensive option is using a cluster of ten 1 kW Hall thrusters at a fuel cost of
$4.98M per year, but it has the advantage of only drawing 9.4 kW of power.
Another thing to consider is the lifetime of each thruster. The Hall thruster in
particular is limited by the amount of etching and subsequent erosion of the
thruster itself. Theoretically, the VASIMR does not have this constraint due
to its electrodeless design.
If now, however, we make the power requirements of both thrusters
“constant”, in other words, we look at three 8 kW Hall thrusters in tandem,
having a total power draw of 24 kW, or twenty-five 1 kW HT, in comparison
to one VASIMR thruster with a draw of 25 kW. The data shows that again
the “better” thruster depends on which factor of merit one looks at.
Let us first look at the case of the three 8 kW HT (see Fig. B.4) as
compared to the VASIMR. We see that in terms of burn time, the HT needs
significantly shorter burn times to achieve the same ∆V . However, in order
to get those short burn times, the HT fuel consumption at a wide range of
station-keeping ∆V is significantly larger than that of the VASIMR.
If we now look at the case of the twenty-five 1 kW HT (see Fig. B.5)
as compared to the VASIMR. We see exactly the same trend where the HT
wins in terms of burn time but loses in terms of amount of fuel consumed and
hence more payload weight and launch cost.
The trends for both are identical with the reason being that the VASIMR
has higher Isp and thus will always consume less fuel. For these examples, we
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Figure B.4: Stationkeeping of ISS with 3x-8kW HT vs. VASIMR
Figure B.5: Stationkeeping of ISS with 25x-1kW HT vs. VASIMR
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see that the HT Isp is roughly 2,000 seconds and the VASIMR Isp is 5,400
seconds.
From these simple calculations, as a station-keeping thruster for the
ISS, it appears that regardless whether one compares thrusters with a constant
burn time or with constant power input requirements, the VASIMR always
wins in terms of fuel consumption and hence launch cost of fuel and payload
weight. However, the VASIMR achieves this advantage either by burning for
a longer time or using more power than the comparable stacked Hall thruster
configuration.
A comparison between the VASIMR and Hall thrusters for a Mars
manned-mission would also be an interesting study. However, that type of
calculation requires more sophisticated analyses which include using simula-
tion programs to take into account more orbital mechanics elements and to
optimize fuel consumption. That type of analysis is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. The purpose of this chapter was just to give the reader a way
to compare VASIMR using real numbers for a real mission compared to real
thrusters currently used on many satellites today.
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Appendix C
Probe Drive
C.1 Initial Design
The main requirement for this experiment was to be able to take a full
set of 2-dimensional data in both the radial and axial directions. In previous
experiments performed on this machine, radial measurements were restricted
to the three windows where a radial probe could be inserted. Similarly, axial
measurements were restricted to the on-axis (r = 0) measurement. No attempt
was made to measure under the antenna region.
To address these shortcomings, the idea of using a dog-leg (or L-shaped)
probe was conceived. The vacuum interface consisted of a simple double o-
ring seal. The supporting structure was built with four rods of all-thread with
rigidity provided by three copper plates (Fig. C.1).
The probe housing itself consisted of a single piece of 1.5 m long glass
tubing with a 90-degree, dog-leg bend to house the probe tip (Fig. C.2). The
initial probe tip was a B-dot probe with the pickup coil wrapped around a
flexible, Teflon support capable of negotiating the dog-leg of the glass tubing.
An advantage of this probe was its relative ease of construction. The disad-
vantages were its size and the difficulty in moving the probe in both the radial
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Figure C.1: Copper plates and all-thread used as structural support of original
probe drive system.
and axial directions.
Translational motion was achieved by simply pulling and pushing the
tube through the double o-ring seal by hand and measuring displacement by a
ruler attached to the supports. Rotational motion was achieved by rotating the
tube by hand and measuring the degree of rotation with a compass (Fig. C.3).
This initial setup showed the solid nature of the concept but also
demonstrated the need for a more robust design since the position of the
probe was not reproducible by simply using one’s hands to move the probe.
Fig. C.4 shows the design of the initial probe drive assembly.
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Figure C.2: Original glass tube with dog-leg probe.
Figure C.3: Original rotational “feedthrough”.
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Figure C.4: Initial test version of probe drive system.
C.2 Final Design
The new probe drive (Fig. C.5) used the same basic concept as the
initial design except that it used much more robust materials and a welded
bellows. The welded bellows is the key difference of the new probe drive
because it allows the probe itself to be completely in vacuum. The main seal
is now around an 8-inch flange with a copper gasket instead of a small, dynamic
o-ring seal.
Fig. C.6 shows the main shaft of the probe to which the probe tips are
attached. This metal shaft was designed to hold the probes with the stainless
steel clamshell design. Fig. C.18 provides detailed dimensions.
Since the metal shaft and metal probe head combination proved to be
perturbing the plasma, a new, smaller shaft made of non-conducting alumina
was used. This also insulated the entire length of the probe. Fig. C.7 shows the
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Figure C.5: Final version of probe drive system.
Figure C.6: Original metal shaft of new probe drive system.
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smaller alumina shaft with the low-profile alumina Langmuir probe attached
at the tip.
Figure C.7: Non-conducting alumina shaft of new probe drive system.
Fig. C.8 and Fig. C.9 show the rotational flange and 7-pin electrical
feedthrough. This flange allows for the complete 360-degree rotation of the
probe as well providing the vacuum-to-air interface for the electrical connec-
tions.
Fig. C.10 is a quick, graphical, lookup table to covert the angle of the
dog-leg probe to a corresponding radius measurement.
The figures that follow are the AutoCAD drawings of the entire probe
drive assembly. The most expensive part of the system is the bellows which
cost roughly $3,000 and was built by Bellows Tech Incorporated in Ormond
Beach, FL. It has an extended length of 33.64 inches with the 2 3
4
-inch flange.
It has a compressed length of 7.12 inches with the flanges and a stroke of
26.52 inches (roughly 0.67 meters). The remaining parts were purchased from
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Figure C.8: 7-pin, 360-degree rotational electrical feedthrough.
Figure C.9: 7-pin, 360-degree rotational electrical feedthrough.
100
Figure C.10: Graphical conversion of dog-leg probe angle to radius.
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McMaster-Carr.
• Precision Modified-Acme Threaded Rod 5/8”-10 Acme Size, 10 Turns
Per Inch (1 each)
• Precision Type 316 Stainless Steel Shaft 5/8” OD, 60” Length (3 each)
• Fixed alignment ceramic-coated bearing closed, 5/8” inside dia, 1-1/8”
outside dia (6 each)
• Steel ball thrust bearing for 1/2” shaft diameter, 1-7/32” OD, shielded
(2 each)
• 5/8”-10 Acme, 10 Turns/inch, standard nut for precision modified-Acme
threaded rod (1 each)
• Steel ball bearing-ABEC-1 double shielded bearing No. R8 for 1/2” shaft
dia (1 each)
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Appendix D
Langmuir Probes
D.1 Theory
A Langmuir probe at the very basic level is simply a wire immersed in a
plasma. The probe is biased by sweeping an external voltage source between a
range of positive and negative potentials. An analysis of the resulting current
vs. voltage (or I/V) curve will give values for certain plasma parameters such
as the density, temperature, plasma potential, and floating potential. Fig. D.1
shows an actual I/V curve from the Langmuir probe built and used for this
experiment.
Figure D.1: Current vs. voltage (I/V) characteristic of the Langmuir probe.
The analysis begins by looking at what happens when the potential is
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either driven more negative or more positive. As the potential applied on the
probe tip becomes more and more negative, the probe will begin to repel more
and more electrons and will attract only the positive ions. This region of the
most negative potential is called the “ion-saturation” region. At some negative
voltage value, all the electrons will be repelled and a constant ion saturation
current level is reached. However, as the figure shows, this region does not
have a constant current but instead has a slight slope. This slow increase in
the ion current is due to an increase in the sheath size. This region is useful
for obtaining the plasma density.
As the probe is biased more positively, more electrons begin reaching
the probe until it reaches a point where the number of electrons and the
number of ions are exactly equal and thus the total current is zero. The
applied voltage at this zero-current point is called the “floating potential”. It
is called the floating potential because this is the equilibrium potential that a
floating (not electrically connected to the outside world) object immersed in
a plasma would have.
The region of the sweep voltage at the “bend” (approximately one Te
below the floating potential to the plasma potential) is called the “electron-
retardation” region. This region is where electrons with the highest energy
are able to reach the probe but electrons with lower energy are still repelled.
Since the number of electrons collected at the probe is a function of the electron
energy distribution function, this region can be used to obtain that electron
energy distribution. If that distribution is assumed to be Maxwellian, then
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the electron temperature can be determined.
The region beyond the plasma potential (not shown in the figure) is
called the “electron-saturation” region. It is similar, but opposite, to the ion-
saturation region in that here, the probe is biased positively such that ions are
repelled and only electrons are attracted. Although the electron density can,
in principle, be derived from this region, it is usually an unreliable measure.
On a practical note, the current collected in this region can become so high
that it will burn out some of the electrical components in the probe circuit.
D.2 Construction
The Langmuir probe uses a design with RF compensation provided by
a second electrode, a capacitor, and miniature inductors. Fig. D.2 shows the
electrical schematic. Compensation is required because the RF oscillations
cause large voltage swings in Vplasma − Vprobe. The RF changes the probe
sheath capacitance giving rise to the first and second harmonics in the probe
current which the inductors are designed to block. The inductors present a
large impedance to the RF oscillations but at the same time allow the low
frequency sweep signal to pass through. We want,
Zind  Zsheath
( |Vrf |
Te
− 1
)
(D.1)
But for our case, this would mean that we need Zinductor  123kΩ. The induc-
tors can’t provide such a high impedance so we need to decrease the impedance
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of the sheath. This is accomplished by adding the second electrode (the coil
with multiple turns). The surface area ratio between the large floating elec-
trode and the smaller probe tip provides the required decrease factor of Zsheath.
Finally, the function of the capacitor is to provide a low impedance path for
the desired RF signal to pass through the circuit but block the unwanted low
frequency sweep signal from biasing the secondary electrode.
Figure D.2: Electrical schematic of Langmuir probe.
Physically, the original probe (Fig. D.3) was built using a stainless
steel clamshell design. This provided for much easier access when building
the probe. This interchangeable probe tip design also made it much easier to
mount to the probe drive shaft when switching between this probe and the B-
dot probe. Unfortunately, these features contributed to the large dimensions
(Fig. D.4) of the probe. It was able to take data up to the antenna region but
could not go under or past the antenna without significantly perturbing the
plasma.
The latest version of the probe (Fig. D.5) uses an all-alumina shaft
construction which makes its profile significantly smaller. The construction
becomes harder because the parts are not contained in an easily accessible
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Figure D.3: Original version of the Langmuir probe with large, stainless steel,
clamshell design.
clamshell and the ease of interchangeability is lost. The alumina tip needs
to be cemented to the alumina shaft each time the probe is attached. This
greatly increases the possibility of breaking the probe every time the probes
are switched out. As Fig. D.6 shows, the decreased size allows us to insert the
probe up to the very front of the machine without perturbing the plasma at
all.
Fig. D.7, shows the electrical connections associated with the probe.
A frequency generator provides the sine wave for the low frequency (10 Hz)
sweep voltage and is sent through an amplifier for a final voltage of roughly
±30 V. Not wanting to drive the probe into electron saturation (currents too
high), a DC bias voltage of -10 V is applied to bring the sweep to -40 to +20
V. The voltage and current are then taken from the appropriate points in the
circuit and sent back to the data acquisition cards. Since the DAQ cards can
only handle ±10 volts, the sweep voltage needs to be first stepped down by a
voltage divider circuit. Isolation amplifiers are used since differential voltages
are being taken instead of single-ended measurements referenced to ground.
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Figure D.4: Build drawings for stainless steel clamshell.
118
Figure D.5: Detailed view of probe showing the tips, capacitors, and inductors.
Figure D.6: Langmuir probe immersed in the plasma at the very front of the
machine well into the antenna region.
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D.3 Data Reduction
Data collection and reduction are performed using LabVIEW software
and its associated data acquisition cards. In what follows, I will only discuss
how to use the programs, leaving the details of the source code for Appendix F.
The first program (Fig. D.8) is the actual data collection software with controls
for turning the RF generator on and off, collecting the two voltage signals,
processing them to get the characteristic I/V curve, and writing the data to
an Excel file. The three inputs to the data acquisition system are the sweep
voltage, resistor voltage, and shot trigger.
The second program (Fig. D.9) changes the voltage measurement across
the resistor into a current and allows you to pick how much of the data to use.
The third program (Fig. D.10) further reduces the data from thousands
of points to tens of points by performing a boxcar average. You can choose
how many final data points (bins) that you want. The program also allows
you to choose whether the number of bins will be spread out linearly or loga-
rithmically. Using a logarithmic binning scheme provides more points in the
“bend” region where more points are needed.
The final program (Fig. D.11) performs the steps necessary to extract
the plasma parameters from the I/V curve. Step 1 reads in the file containing
the boxcar-averaged data. Step 2 allows you to delete points from the left
or right side of the curve. Step 3 allows you to determine the ion saturation
current. The first step is to delete all the points except for those in the ion
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Figure D.10: Boxcar averaging program.
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saturation region and then fit a straight line to the remaining points. Using
the equation from the line fit, I add one extra point by evaluating the function
using the x value at the floating potential. The corresponding y value is what
I call the ion saturation current(y = Iisat). Step 4 uses the equations described
below to determine the plasma parameters. Since we’re assuming a Maxwellian
distribution, we can try to fit an exponential curve to the data in the form of,
y = a0 exp(a1) + a2 (D.2)
where a0 is just a constant which determines the magnitude of the exponential.
The constant relevant to obtaining the plasma parameters are a1 which deter-
mines the electron temperature and a2, which is the offset of the exponential
curve, to determine the ion saturation current. The Maxwellian distribution
is what allows for the interpretation of a1 as the inverse of the electron tem-
perature measured in electron volts (eV). In particular,
e
eV
kTe = e(
1
kTe
)eV = e(a1)eV (D.3)
⇒ a1 = 1
kTe
⇒ 1
a1
= kTe = Te(eV ) (D.4)
Once Te is determined, the density (ne) can be determined by the following
equation.
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ne =
(
Iisat
0.61eAUb
)
(D.5)
where Iisat is the ion saturation current (a2), e = 1.6022 × 10−19 C, A is the
area, and Ub is the Bohm velocity (an approximation for the ion velocity),
where
Ub =
(
eTe
mi
)1/2
(D.6)
and mi = 6.631× 10−26 kg.
The probe used in this experiment has a cylindrical geometry (a wire)
with a length (L) and radius (r) and has the following area.
A = 2pirL+ pir2 (D.7)
The area to use really should be the area of the sheath but for a thin sheath
(which is the case in this experiment), the area can be approximated by the
area of the probe.
A = As = Ap
(
1 +
∆x
rp
)
(D.8)
Since ∆x, the sheath thickness, is much less than rp, the probe radius,
the approximation can be made that A = As ≈ Ap. We are making the
assumption that the probe collects current over the entire surface area. If the
plasma were strongly magnetized, the effective collection area of the probe
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would be defined by the area of the intercepted flux tube (2pirL + pir2), a
factor of pi smaller. However, for the field used in this experiment (∼600 G),
we believe the probe should be collecting throughout most of its surface area.
Finally, the floating and plasma potentials can be determined. The
floating potential can simply be read off the I/V curve since its value is merely
the voltage when the current equals zero. Using the electron temperature,
which was determined previously, and the floating potential, the plasma po-
tential can be determined with the following equation.
Vp = Vf − Te × ln
[(
2pime
mi
)1/2]
(D.9)
These plasma parameters are also calculated a second way. The green
curve represents the “upshifted” exponential curve. This means that first
an ion saturation current is determined as before. All the points from the
original curve that have values less than this ion saturation current are replaced
by this value. The effect is to make an “ideal” I/V curve with a flat ion
saturation region. This ion saturation current is then subtracted from the
original exponential curve thus creating an “upshifted” curve whose lowest
value is zero. This allows us to take the natural logarithm of Eq. D.2. This
allows us to fit a line to these points and the inverse of the slope of this line is
the electron temperature measured in eV.
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Appendix E
Magnetic Probes
E.1 Theory
The theory governing the working of the B-dot magnetic probe and
the Helmholtz coil used to calibrate it is that of electromagnetic induction.
According to Faraday’s Law, a changing magnetic field will induce a voltage
on a coil.
Vprobe =
−dφ
dt
(E.1)
The magnetic flux (φ) is a function of the magnetic field (B) and the
area of the coil (A).
φ = BA (E.2)
Vprobe =
−d(BA)
dt
(E.3)
For a coil with N turns and with a constant area, the probe voltage
becomes
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Vprobe = −NAdB
dt
(E.4)
We actually measure the probe voltage and therefore it is the value of
the magnetic field B that we want to eventually calculate. The probe voltage
will have a frequency equal to that of the 13.56 MHz driving frequency of
our generator. The probe voltage will then be a sinusoidal signal with the
following form.
Vprobe = Vpeaksin(ωt) (E.5)
Rearranging and substituting into Eq. E.4,
dB
dt
=
−Vprobe
NA
(E.6)
dB
dt
=
−Vpeaksin(ωt)
NA
(E.7)
We see that the magnetic probe is measuring the changing magnetic
field dB
dt
(or B˙) hence the name, B-dot probe. However, we want the actual
magnetic field so we take the derivative of the equation above and find that
the magnetic field is also a sinusoidal signal.
B =
Vpeak
NAω
cos(ωt) (E.8)
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We can therefore find the magnitude of the magnetic field by simply
taking the magnitude of the probe voltage and dividing it by the turns-area
(NA) of the probe and the 13.56 MHz frequency of the generator. The NA
coefficient is determined during the calibration procedure as described in Ap-
pendix E.3. The data that is graphed is the magnitude, or peak, of the time-
varying magnetic field. This magnetic field (Eq. E.9) is in units of Tesla (or
104 Gauss), therefore, you need to multiply the value found in this equation
by 104 Gauss to get a magnetic field in units of Gauss.
Bpeak =
Vpeak
NA(2pif)
(E.9)
E.2 Construction
The actual construction of the probe is based on a design that has
an inherent electrostatic rejection built into the design [33] for cancelation of
capacitive pickup. There was an initial probe design (Fig. E.1) using a large
stainless steel clam-shell design which was easier to build and maintain but
turned out was perturbing the plasma due to its large size (Fig. E.2). The
stainless steel probe was better in the sense that it was modular and could
be installed easily on the probe-drive shaft and was interchangeable with the
Langmuir probe, but it was not possible to take measurements in the antenna
region since the large size of probe perturbed the plasma to the point that a
good helicon discharge was impossible to achieve.
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Figure E.1: Original design of the B-dot probe.
The latest version of the probe uses an all-alumina shaft construction
which makes its profile significantly smaller. The construction becomes harder
because the parts are not contained in an easily accessible clamshell and the
ease of interchangeability is lost. The alumina tip needs to be cemented to
the alumina shaft each time the probe is attached. This greatly increases the
possibility of breaking the probe every time the probes are switched out. As
shown in Fig. E.3, the new probe requires the glueing together of multiple small
parts with epoxy, then covering up the coil and the joints with Ceramacastr
cement.
The first part of the construction process is to wind the pickup coils
around the circular alumina form. The Beldenr 8044 wire is first wound
around an alumina form of 6.1 mm diameter for 5 turns. Each of the two
windings receives 5 turns and each is wound in the same direction. The effect
of this is to effectively have a center-tapped coil as shown in Fig. E.4. The
number of turns is an optimization between having a large pickup signal (many
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Figure E.2: Schematics of the original B-dot probe.
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Figure E.3: Parts for the new B-dot probe with three separate alumina pieces
for the body, epoxy, cement, and small gauge wire.
turns) to having the correct high frequency response to the RF (fewer turns).
Be sure to make note of the ends of the coil in order to solder it correctly
to the proper place later in the soldering step (usually sanding off the insulation
to the bare wire on one side is a good technique for marking) and leave an
ample length of wire.
The alumina form is then cut as small as possible with a diamond
cutting wheel attached to a Dremelr tool. The windings are then epoxied to
a small 2.75 mm OD alumina tube which is itself attached to a 4.80 mm OD
alumina tube, thus forming a dog-leg configuration. Cut 45-degree angles on
the dogleg portions of the alumina tubes to facilitate the glueing process and
feed the wires through one hole of the tube. Recall that the inner Pyrexr tube
radius is 3 cm, so cut all the lengths appropriately. See Fig. E.5.
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Figure E.4: A) Windings shown as part of the same center-tapped coil, B)
Electrical connection of both coils showing one winding is effectively flipped
180◦.
Figure E.5: Forming the dog-leg bend in the B-dot probe.
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Once the glue has dried, the head of the probe with the coils and 45-
degree joint of the dog-leg probe needs to be covered in Ceramacastr cement
in order to protect the coils from the heat of the plasma and give the joint
strength and rigidity. After a day of drying the cement, put the probe into a
250-degree oven for 2 hours to bake out any remaining moisture to get proper
vacuum in the vacuum chamber once the probe is installed. See Fig. E.6.
Figure E.6: Ceramacastr cement coating being applied to the pickup coils to
protect them against the plasma.
Make the appropriate solder connections to the coaxial cable and 50 Ω
resistor per the electrical schematic and pictures below. Apply shrink tubing
at the appropriate places. To provide rigidity, bend one end of the resistor
over itself before inserting into a hole in the alumina tube. This will provide
a fairly rigid connection between the alumina tube, resistor, and coax. Two
connections, a pin and a shield, need to be brought out of the vacuum chamber
so you need to create a coax with a two-pin connection to bring both of these
connections to the feedthrough flange. See Fig. E.7.
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Figure E.7: Attaching the coil wires to the 50 Ω resistor and coaxial cable.
E.3 Calibration
The main goal of the calibration of the B-dot probe is to determine the
turns-area of the probe which is required for the equation that calculates the
magnetic field. A theoretical value for NA can be calculated by measuring the
number of turns of the coil (N) and the area (A) that it encloses. However,
an experimental value can also be obtained by using the equations discussed
in the theory section, except in reverse. This time we immerse the probe in a
known magnetic field and with the measured probe voltage, we determine an
experimental value for NA which we can compare with the theoretical value.
The best way to obtain a known magnetic field in the laboratory is
with the use of an apparatus known as a Helmholtz coil (Fig. E.8). This
device consists of a single conductor wound in the same direction into two
loops, each with an identical radius and separated by a distance equal to that
radius. The properties of the Helmholtz coil are such that a known, uniform
magnetic field is created between the two loops.
Now using Eq. E.9 but solving for NA, we have
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Figure E.8: Helmholtz coil for calibration.
NA =
Vpeak
(2pif)Bpeak
(E.10)
Recall that B (measured in Tesla) is related to H by,
B = µ0H (E.11)
H = (
8√
125
)(
nI
d
) (E.12)
where n is the number of turns and d is the diameter of each coil in the
Helmholtz coil. The variable I represents the current passing through the
coils. Since we are using the peak magnitude of the time-varying magnetic
field in Eq. E.10, we need to measure the peak magnitude of the time-varying
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current in the coils. Therefore, the value for the peak magnetic field in the
Helmholtz coil is given by
Bpeak = µ0Hpeak = µ0(
8√
125
)(
nIpeak
d
) (E.13)
Substituting this back into Eq. E.10 gives us NA as a function of the
measured B-dot probe voltage (Vpeak in volts), the frequency (f in Hertz) and
magnitude (Ipeak in amps) of the current through the coils, the number of turns
(n) and the diameter (d in meters) of each coil in the Helmholtz apparatus,
and the permeability of free space µ0 which is equal to the constant value 4pi
x 10−7 H
m
. Eq. E.10 becomes,
NA =
Vpeak
(2pif)µ0(
8√
125
)(n
d
)Ipeak
(E.14)
The current for the Helmholtz coil is produced by the fixed 13.56 MHz
frequency RF-generator at a power between 100 W to 200 W. It then goes
through the Helmholtz coil (producing the constant magnetic field) in series
with a 50 Ohm resistor to limit the current. A model 110 Pearson current
transformer is used to measure the current in the Helmholtz coil with a 0.1
V/A conversion factor. The B-dot probe is placed in the coil and the measured
signal is fed directly into a digital oscilloscope with a 50 Ω input channel
impedance. The current signal from the Pearson is also fed into the oscilloscope
with a 1 MΩ input channel impedance.
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E.4 Data Reduction
For the actual data collection, the B-dot probe is connected to a high-
speed digital oscilloscope and also compared to the antenna current which is
used as the reference signal for phase measurements. The output from the
Pearson current transformer which measures the current going into the he-
licon antenna is connected to Channel 1 (Vantenna) of the oscilloscope. The
conversion is 0.1 V = 1.0 A, so the corresponding current value is displayed
on Math 1 (Iantenna). The output from the B-dot probe is connected to Chan-
nel 2 (Vprobe) of the oscilloscope. The root-mean-squared value is measured.
Finally, the phase difference between the input current and the probe voltage
is calculated by comparing Channels 1 and 2. Eq. E.9 is used to calculate the
magnitude of the magnetic field with theNA value coming from the calibration
step.
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Appendix F
LabVIEW Programs
The following programs are the necessary programs to reduce and ana-
lyze the Langmuir probe data. Although there were numerous other programs
written, I feel this is by far the most important and the most complicated.
There are four programs in total with the files names having the suffixes A,
B, C, and D to denote the order in which they are to be run.
LabVIEW is a visual programming language. The screenshots below
are called the “block diagram” and is comparable to the “source code” in
traditional text-based programming languages. As you can see, there is no
real text or syntax to be worried about. The visual programming environment
can be thought of like a wiring diagram in electronics. Inputs and outputs are
“wired” into and out of “black boxes”. These black boxes are the functions
which perform the necessary operations. You then simply follow the diagram
to see the programming flow. In the screen shots below, there is a smaller
navigation box that can be seen in the middle of the screen. The navigation
box allows you to see the big picture of how the entire screen is laid out. The
programs become quite large, however, and only certain portions of it can be
seen on the screen at any one time. The white box in the navigation window
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represents the part of the total program that you are currently seeing. The
rest of the program is grayed out. The navigation box is not visible for the
first two diagrams since that program is small and only needs two screenshots
to see the entire program.
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Appendix G
Liste des Publications
Revues
• Chen, Arefiev, Bengtson, Breizman, Lee, Raja, “Resonant power absorp-
tion in helicon plasma sources,” Physics of Plasmas, 13, 1 (2006).
Congre`s Internationaux
• “Power Absorption Mechanism in a Non-Uniform Helicon Plasma,” In-
ternational Astronautical Congress, Valencia, Spain, Oct 2006.
Congre`s Nationaux
• “Experimental Studies of Helicon Plasmas with Application to Space
Propulsion,” Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, Daytona Beach, FL,
Apr 2008.
• “Experimental Studies of Helicon Plasmas with Application to Space
Propulsion,” Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, PA, Apr 2008.
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• “Characterization of Helicon Power Absorption Mechanisms with Ap-
plications to the VASIMR Rocket Engine,” Minority Scholar Program,
Univ. of Texas at the Permian Basin, Mar 2007.
• “Resonant Power Absorption in Helicon Plasma Sources: Experiment,”
American Physical Society, Division of Plasma Physics Conference, Philadel-
phia, PA, Oct 2006.
• “Helicon Power Absorption Studies on the VASIMR,” NASA JPFP Sym-
posium, Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Jul 2006.
• “Helicon Power Absorption Mechanism in VASIMR,” Univ. Paul Sabatier,
Center for Plasma Physics (CPAT), Toulouse, France, Jul 2006.
• “Measurements of Wave Fields and Density Profiles in a Non-uniform
Helicon Plasma,” American Physical Society, Division of Plasma Physics
Conference, Denver, CO, Oct 2005.
• “Introduction to the GDSIM 2-D Fluid Model and its Application to
the Micro-Hollow Cathode Discharge,” Univ. of Texas, Fusion Research
Center, Austin, TX, Sep 2005.
• “Characterization of the Helicon Absorption Mechanism,” Univ. Paul
Sabatier, Center for Plasma Physics (CPAT), Toulouse, France, Jun
2005.
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• “Spectroscopy Measurements in VX-10 VASIMR,” American Physical
Society, Division of Plasma Physics Conference, Albuquerque, NM, Oct
2003.
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